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Foreword

O

'Education in the 80's: Physical Education is truly an exciting and
readable book that should prove invaluable to the physical educator. It is
not only for the "now" physica' education but also for thefuture. It is filled
with piactical, directly relatable guidance for the physical education
teacher.

If we are to function or survive in our complex society, our mind and
body must work together to form a complete individuals Celeste Ulrich

creatively olpfores this idea in the opening chapter and convincingly con-
cludes thatour body must be sound to carry out the wishes of our mind.

Elizabeth Bm.san's chapter, "Back to Basics," focuses not on a return

/ to the basics but on what is for physical education an initial-arrival. The
author emphasizes that physical education prOvides people with basic but
unique behavioral and developmental experiences. She skillfully outlines
how physical education addresses the-three basic and important needs of
individuals: self-concept, by teaching individuals basic skills of balance,
hand-eye coordination, and rhythm; self-esteem, by helping people feel

competent to meet more complex motor challenges; and self-actualization,
by flelpiqg people master specific activities of their choice.

During the 80's physical education will no longer be associated solely

with perspiration; it will be a curriculum in which standards for everyday
living are learned. Lynn Barnett foiesees this in her chapter, "PlayPatterns
and Human Expression." To be a gbod sport, to be loyal, and to be honest

are commonly advdated in the classroom. The playing field is a principal
place in the school setting where the individual is under pressure to meet
these standards. Play patterM teach a student how to adjust to others, how
to compete, how to win, and also how to face failure. Play patterns help
prevent shyness, timii

i

lity, and 'psychological withdrawal. Thus a student's
play patterns are one of nature's best ways of preventing introvers and

introspection.
Alexander McNeill gives much needed information in his apter on

how we as physical educators need to motivate students to participate in
motor activities. During the 80's we will see a change in physical educa-
tion, with emphasis being placed on physical fitness and cardiovascular

7
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conditioning. We all must realize that improvement in total fitness leads t2
more effective living.

"Curriculum Designs for Fulfilling Human Agendas" contains, I

believe, somethipg for every individual, teacher or student. We knqw that
learning takes place when there is a change in the individual. This chapter
begins with preschool and continues through postsecondary education,
identifying many experiences under the school's control through which
desirable behavior changes can be sought. The author's orderly arrange-
ment of planned experiences fulfills the concept of agood curriculum for
physical education.

Anne L. Rothstein's chapter on motor skill acquisition has convinced
me that if motor skill acquisition in the 80's is to benefit from the decade
before, we must make changes. We must incorporate methods of integrat-
ing research fragments within single areas, and we must use an overall
framework to integrate findings across areas. To put it another way, the
critical variables must be isolated and then integrated, as a way of con-
trolling the knowledge 'explosion in motor skiliXquisition.

I found Chapter 7; "The S/*: The Transcindent Experience in.Sport,"
. to be breathtaking. Study of the transcendental experience in sport as a

form of the human potential movement is still in its infancy. The only
means of ascertaining and .measuring the experience are basically subjec-
tive. (verbal description of perceptions and emotions). The lack of consis-
tent objective measurement due to differences in cultuie and language
leads to perceptual discrepancy and makes ratiqnal belief difficult. There is
little doubt that the phenomenon of transcendental experience exists, al
depicted by -various individuals in sports. The author of this chapter
believes that metre investigations 'should be undertaken in the area of
psychology, sociology, and history to pinpoint a means of measurement,
and I agree.

Sports is becoming big business in the 80's, as the chapter on sanity in
sports points out. A great deal of emphasis is being placed on the skilled
athlete. As individuals' skills are highly developed for public demonstra-
tion, enormous changes occur: The physical education student becomes
the athlete and the teacher becomes the coach. Coaches are employing
practices that I believe are destructive to the educational scene, and schools
are recognizing the public relations possibilities -of athletics. As Celeste
Ulrich and LeRoy Walker argue, during the 80's monies received from

' media contracts should? be -ttised to support the entire amateur athletic
world, not only the select few.

In thelkhapter on human adaptation Linda Bain points out that it's the,
responsibility of the entire educational system to contribute Co human

is
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adaptation in any society. Physical education, specifically, must provide
success experiences and satisfaction for children with differing abilities.
Helping children set personal goals, hai/ing them compete only within
their ability level, helping them firid their own solutions to problems, are
some of t 'he ways in which we, as physical educators, can help keep indi-
vidual children from becoming embarrassed or frustrated. The 80's Mill

require mutual supjort and concern among all people, and a well-designed
physical education program can contribute to the development of these
qualities, ,

rn "Gym and Gender" the authors give a brief history of sexism in
physical education, pointing out, for example, that Spartan female
children and youth were expected to engage in 'sical activity in order to
produce healthy males for the state. There can d itely be.a change in the

--''80's, for, according to Title IX, "No person sha_ n the basis of sex, be
excluded from articipation in, be deniecrthe benefits 01, or be subjected to
discrimation u er any education program or activity receiving Federal

---NZancial assistance. ---------___ -

The final chapter looks at physical education as it should exist in this
decade. Celeste Ulrich notes that physical education is no longer confined
to the physical fitness and endurance of yesterday's school or classroom.
The field of physical education is becoming more diversified in that major
fields of study are emerging,. such as health edUcation, .recreation, sports,
dance, safety, gerontology, and health sciences. These. various areas are
becoming a part of what the author describes as human activity for the
total life cycle of the human, birth to death. .

Each chapter is complete in itself; and each author has presentecrnew
insights that need to be applied to this decade. This, book also offers

0 universalities for those interested in the contribution of physical education
to the betterment of the individual and the enhancement of society.

iBecause physical education covers a broad area, guidance n_the areas
addressed in Education in the 80's. Physical audition is a most valuable
aid for physical education teachers.

Jeffrey L, IvIccarley
Physical Education Teac her

Buffalo, New York
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Introduction

Education is an important planned intervention in human life. Its mis-
sion is the betterment of the individual and the enhancement of society.
The school has been the usual arena in which this mission has taken place.
In the past the school was a "square" box, devoted to the transmissiop, of
human heritage from one generation to the next via cognitive. processes.

The twentieth century has sponsored mutations in traditional educa-
tion. The box has assumed a multifaceted shape. Affectiveancr motoric

,behaviors have been acknowledged in conjunction with the cognitive pat-
tern, and- the mission of schooling has been extended to accommodate
human/environmental adaptation and the extension and creation_ of
knowledge'

In this new arena of,.educational action physical education has been
able`to make a meaningful contribution. Moving from a reputation heav-,
ily overloaded with biological connotations and hygienic admonitions,
physical education Aw concerns itself with the art and science of human
movement and explores the mission of education via holistic approaches
that are attentive to knowing, feeling, and acting.

This compilation of 'essays attempts to expose the "now" physical
education. It presentsia glimpse of what the decade of the 80's portends for
the "budgeted" 6.iture. Each of the authors has addressed new understand-
ings and woven therii into a design of application that is discrete to the

.ideas explored but also offers universalities for those whonare interested in
the contribution of physical education to the betternidnt of the individu'al
and the enhancement of society. It should be noted that ideas are theoreti-.
callk based and it is up to the reader to translate theory into practice.

Using the dominant themes of the now physical educationmove-
ment, play, and fitnessthe contributors have exploi-ed a wealth of ideas
drat should sensitise all educators to the inherent values of being in the

:body. Such holistic being, a state of general well- being, has the potential to
offer an elan, a vitality of human purpose.

It should be noted,that a deliberate effort has been made to accom-
modate the unusual needs of the exceptional individual into a mainstream-

10
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ing concept. Thus the ideas presented .addresPall individuals. There will
always. be those who cannot be accommodated, and for such people,
exceptions and extensive program adaptations ill have to be made. TO
explore such adjustments, a more extensive tr tment of the handicapped
theme must be undertaken. .

To a large extent, education for the 4,0's as already been determined. '
Manr of the mechanisms that will abet ch ge are already in place. They
are the "budgeted" future. The advent the middle school, the use of
sophisticated equipment and technolo , the interaction with the commu-
nity, and the articulation of formal tication with careers, .portend direc-
tions far the future. The catalytic a ents that ameliorate change, money
.and prestige, are exasperatingly 9.itable. However, thereris ample reason
tobelieve that education will not/return to its medieval brofile and that in
its twentieth century form, curriculum -based physical education will con-
tinue to make a meaningful contribution to human well-being.

. r '
Celeste Ulriclt, Editor

$
,

University of Oregon
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CHAPTER 1

Vti

'Body Being: The "Nail)"
Physical Education

Celeste Ulrich

In the past physical educators have subscribed to both education of
the physical and eduCation through the physical. Both relevant ideoldgies

In their time have given way to new insights and concepts so that it is now
possible to.cider the physical of education. The newer concept reflects
the acute realization that humans Must be treated ads whole entities. The
education of hornd sapiens must be

and

of the gamut of human,
behaviors, the cognitive, the affective, and the motoric. All people know,
feel, and act as they grow and develop, To ignore any aspect of the totality r"
of behavio'y, is to have an incOmPletelmdersaiicting of human beineand
betoining.,'

As long as hunfarilsivi Subscrilydlo the trilogy of mind;:body, and
Soul as 'separate and Unique components, it,was tempting to arrange that
trilogy in a: hieragctical pattern: Thus it was suggested for eons that the
human soul4the iughest form of beitig. The-soul has been assuniedlo
that aspect oWie living ,himian that tfaukcitzds life and has the ability to
'calikounictir,cdth eternity. Thie)cact Makeup of the soul his never been
described successfully, but it is projectedthat the soul is an ethereal exten-
sion of life that Must be accepted through an act. of 'faith. The soul of
humans brings them, in description, closer to the angelslhan to the beasts.

Supporting the enrichment of the soul has been the mind. The mind,
loosely identified as,the brain and its neurological connections, has been

132 .. ,



t
considered the processing inechanism of human being. In the intricate and
confounding pattern of Aowing, sensory input is identified, catalogued,
and stored:Long life enhances the data bank, as do varied and extensive
experiences. Thus humans know and Understand and then react accord
ingly. It hats been assumed that, for the most part, formal education is con-
cerned with the mind, for data are arranged in sequential patterns thaYaid
assimilation and cataloguing. The process of feeding the data to the indi-
vidual's neural system has .taken a multitude of forms,, but the end result,
has always been the expectation that the brain will be chatiged in some yet
undefined, physiological form and 'content. That change will result in

asurable 'behavioral actions of increased sensitivity to knowledge.
Thus, in formal education, does the school take on the awesome responsi-

4.

bility of promulgating the wisdom of humankind, It Concentrates on
"knowing" and Nhus is supposed to enrich the soul.

It has been suggested that the body could be thought of as the entity
that houses both mind and eart ly soul. It is also assumed that the body,
as a precious receptacle, be conditioned to be in fit form. Such
biological fitness should produce an individual with an edifice worthy for
behaviors of a high order, an order to produce human worth. Thus it has

'bten usual to think of the body as thelemple" in which the person lives', a °

temple that must be kept operating at an optimal level of functioning., 1:10

Asa temple or a receptacle, the body could well be treated as an
object. It could be trained, administered to, altered, and even subjugated,'
It was the revered temple- in which the thinking and feeling individuallm°
lived. TraditiOnally the training of the body was considered important to
human life but only of minor importance when contrasted with the main-
tenance of mind and soul. True, the sound body might sponsor the sound
mind, whiL'il in turn could contribute to the sound soul, but there was no
doubt as to the relative importance of each'component. The' body was
base, subject t`h carnal longings and needs for sustenance. The:mind, on
the other hand, employed reason to move the individual toward under
standings For th'e higher good, and the soul permitted hurnaiwto transcend

. the physickl and*mental constraints of biological life and extend self into a
nebulous system of eternity. Such eternity seemed important in a world
that espoused a spiritual life afterdeath.

Just as the education of the mind was the/tovince of the educational
institutions, so the training of the bodfwat delegated to ihegymnasiums.
Although it was acknowledged that there vas some interweaving of those

' two educational enterprises, it was usually accepted that the matrix was a
loose weave, a weave that was influenced by sketic disposition,'age, sex,
and perhaps race: The tiaining -of the body became the responsibility of

1
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body trainers who later identified themselves as physical educators and
Who tended to ally themselves with medicine. Thus physical educators
were often considered medical trainers, in contrast with other educators,
who were considered _teachers.

Only recently has there been a serious challenge to the concept of,the
human trilogy. That challenge has been most pionounced as philosophers
have sugg that the body should be thought of not as object, but as
subject. Su volution* iidea insists that the individual is body rather
thanresiding i body. It is further postulated that the body' can be con-
sidered "the radic rout of reality." Such a concept supportsThe belief that

re is'body be g, nd therefore the physical of education is as cogent
to uman d velopment as the mental of education and the spiritual of
edu io individual is considered' in truly holistic terms and
educate actor ingly. -

As physi educators approached The idea of-body being, it became
clear that it would be necessary to identify the patterns of education that
would enhance bOdy being. The old training patterns would no longer suf-., fice, although they could continue to be used as tools of teaching. The new
patterns enabled physical educators to continue in their concept of service,
a teaching' commitment that assumed a responsibility for human welfare
and was significantly concerned with "good health."'

The mutation of trainers to teachers and physical training to-physical
education insisted-that practitioneis direct attention to tTre core content of
physical education in its new school base., There were long arguments
aboUt the mean ing of physical education. Many proponents of fitness sug-
gested, that physiological integrity, especially a sound cardiorespiratory
system, was the central focus of physical They contended that
fitness training was a means to a noble and humanistic approach to "the
good.life." -

The proponents of skill acquisition insisted that the processing of
human activity that always led to fitness and ultimately to the good life
was the unique core of concern of physical education. They contended that
skill acquisition permitted gaming patterns to be understood. This group
of physical educators insisted that play designs were. essential, inhuman
existence as an antidote to, work and as a technique of.self-actualizatiOn.
They suggested that the social dimensions of. humans were best served
through ludic understandings sponsored by sports and actual participation
in those sports. Athletict was the epitome of the gaming experience.
physical education prowls should be used to move as many peciple as
possible\ toward gaming opportunities at some level of acquired skill. In
addition; it was accepted that skill enabled individuals to initiate activity
at their oWn choosing.

14'
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In the midst of the fitness-play debate, there stepped in a third group
of physical educators who were convinced that neither the end product
(fitness) nor the teaching modality used (gaming) was the appropriate core
of concern of an academic discipline. ,Theyi argued that the focus of
physical education must be the'art and science of human movement, sug-
gesting flit the usual movement forms employed by physical educators
were those that involved sport, gymnastics, aquatics, and dance, and that
from each of these, forms, when individuals were willing to accept a
physiological overload, fitness (physiological integrity} would result.

The idea of human, movement being the core of concern of physical
education took many practitioners by surprise. Such a notion insisted

-upon a change in teaching emphasis and the amassing of new knowledge.
It also suggested that human movement patterns might extend beyond
.those traditionally employed by physical educators. There was apprehen-
sion about how such forms would be identified and whether such an exten-
sion might not "tread upon the toes" of other disciplines that were also
concerned with motoric education. In addition, apprehen.Non was mani-
fested because there was no established language to describe human move-
ment and only obtuse ways of recording motor activity. Many argued that
human movement design was at the stage that music had been before the
invention of the musical scale and its recording staff. However,..ilie dogged
persistence of those Who were beginning to explore the phenomenon of
movement resulted in interactions that had not taken place before.
Athletes began to talk to dancers; gymnasts began to explore common
concerns with swimmers and coaches; trainers and teachers began to be

...
-aware of the human movement potential. Philosophers added their in-
sights to'wthat was being identified as the "kinesiorium of knowledge,"
and psychologists began to express a keen interest in nonverbal language.
Paradigms.we established with regard to "motor learning," a new and
tentative vo lary was explored, and some definitive steps were taken
to use notation systeins already established to record human rnovem-ent
patterns. Physical educators. focused their attention on a variety of
understandings, understandings that explored the'physiologicar results of
human movement, that looked at the behavioral patterns sponsored by
human movement, that were sensitive to the social cognates of human
movement, and that were concerned about different techniques for
teaching human movement. The body being had stressed the r Lance

of movement to the individual's undeptanding of self and envirop
and physical education was beginninglo,be recognized in the'ecjug.tib
design for planned intervention in human understanding. The conceptua
framework of physical education as the art and science of hurrian move-
tnent is for the 80's acknOwledged and accepted as the now physical educa-

tion. 1
15
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There persists the attempt to study nu an movement from tradi-

tionally oriented disciplinary perspectives. -VW we continue to be alert to
such discrete ideas as the physiology of exercise, t e sociology of sport, the
psychology of dance, human growth and develop ent, the philosophy of
sport, the anthropology of play, the aesthetics of dance, nonverbal coin-

~ munication techniques, and aquatics bionomics. But there is also increased
attention to and concern with the possibility of, creating a structure for
physical education that is centered on a productive discipline. It is pro-
posed that such a discipline be founded in the concept of the physical of
education as promoted-by being in the body.

Such a notion must extend its boundaries beyond the school-age
population and develop a "womb to tomb" concern for human movement.
It appears that in the 80's physical education will' temper its alliance with
formal education and stretch its concerns into the community sector.
Physical education will become an increasingly attractive marketable
enterprise. Hence the extension of physical education into what is already
being labeled physical recreation is an expected format. The use of the per-
forming arts as a format for moveMent expression with an emphasis upon
dance is another extra-educational venture. Because of the concern- for
wellness in the health sciences, physical educators will undoubte u e the
movement motif in specific areas such as physical medic in nonspe-
cific areas such as community health projects and individual wellness
assessment techniques.

All of these focuses will make use of theugdeistandings of movement
and meaning. Phyilcal educators will reach for aesies of humanism, for
play patterns of expression, for fi(ness as a product of functional integrity.
The designs will be structured by curriculum emphases that are attentive to
motor skill, cquisition and coping techniques. The influence of gender/sex
differences and of the athletic establishment will continue to structure the
design of the now phypical edUcation, but we will begin to see the slow
eradication of some of the stark differences of the pastdifferences that
limited opportunities offered to participantsand the promotion of a
more global and encompassing understanding for human movement
potential. Physical -education will be less exclusive and more inclusive.

It would see that the now physical education has finally come full
circle, from the Hellenic concepts of philosophy and gymnastics as the roof
concerns for self-actualization; through attention to a hierarchical pattern
of human. understanding; to a specialized thrust that sought synthesis /
through analysis; to the current encompassing construct, again, of body
being as self-becoming and of individuals assuming responsibility for the

a 161
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thoughtful employment of activity patterns that are sensitive to the nature,
needs,' and desires of participants.

Physical educators are now moving in quantum leaps instead of inch-
ing along the continuum of human understanding. In the everyday,nitty-
gritty attention to the developMent of fitness concerns, or to the enhance-
ment of performance skills, or to the -expansion of concern for gaming
techniques; it may be easy to forget that the focus in physical education is,
human movement. But just as surgery is but one aspect of medicine, just as
computer technology is but one aspect of quantitative analysis, just as the
English language is but one aspect of human t ommunication, so sport,
aquatics, gymnastics, and dance are but discrete forms of human move-
ment, and so -the study of physiology, sociology, history, philosophy,
psychology, and sociology qnly offer encapsulated knowledge about a

,discrete mechanism in the wider area bihuman movement understand-
ings. The physical of education is providing pieces for the jigsaw puzzle of

J human knowledge as a powerful contributor to self-understanding. Such
understanding is only discerned in reference to what is known from the
past and what is being discovered for the future. The 80's should be an era
of richness for physical education as physical educators begin to under-

.," stand truly that the head is attached to the body and both components
together enable the spiritual transcendence that suggests completeness with
the universe. Mind, body, and soul are no longer trinity. For the 80's they
are unity. 1
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I

Back to Basics; The Humanistic Agenda
for Physical Education

i Elizabeth S. Bressan
.

I. t

It Is difficult to imagine any discussidn about the purposes of formal
education in any social order that would not address the issues of funda-
mental skills, desirable competencies, or the relationship between individ-
ual needs and group requirements. Expressed concerns that many educa-
tional programs may have drifted away from such "basic" considerations
and responsibilities have led to a demand for reassessment of both the con-
tent and the processes of schooling. Within such an evaluation it is critical
that the aspect of the curriculum labeledphysical education be examined
to determine the nature and iextent of its potential contribution to basic
education. To excuse physical education' from such scrutiny would be as
untenable an educational. decision as to eliminate it from the curriculum
without fair hearing.

Physical education, when conducted according to the tenets of a
humapistic agencja, may provide individuals with unique behavioral and
developmental experiences in the "basic human need" areas of self-
concept, self-esteem, and self-actualization. The content of physical educa-
tion must not be reg rded simply as a collection of activities, but rather as

the performance of atterns of movement or more preci , as an indi-
Vidual participant's a empt to meet a motor challenge. It is 1 a personal
effort to approach and encounter motor behavior challeng that the
development of an individual's self-concept and self-esteem may become
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involved. It is in a perional effor,t to take motor behavior challenges and
convert them into opportunities:for joy and self-expression, that the poten-
tial for self-actualization emerges as an outcome.

Of course, many kinds of motor challenges may confront an indi vid-
°ual, Any task that requires a management of the body in space can be con-
sidered to present a type of challenge. Driving A car, knitting, and snow
skiing all meet this °definition. But physical.education is concerned only
with those special patterns of movement that hold the ultimate potential
fpr the humanistic ideal of persOnal development self - concept, self-

-.esteem, self-actualiiation.' Substantial historical evidence suggests thq
those special movement patterns fall into three' broad classifications: 2

1. Sport forrris of motor challenges

2. Dance forms of mdor challenges

3. Exercise forms of motor challenges.

It is in the structuring of participation in the sport, dance, and exercise
forms of movement, then, that humanistic physical education proposes to
contribute to individual development. In formal terms physical education
becomes the learning of sport, dance, and exercise skills in order to, help
the emergence o self-concept, the acquisition of self-esteem, and the fulfill-

'. ment of self-actualization needs. Three progressive phases in the physical
education.program have been designed to maximize this positive relation-\ ship between motor skill development and personal development:

1. Achieving control OT motor performance, which relates to con-
cerns for the development of self-concept

2. Achieving specific techniques of motor performance, which
relates to-concerns for the development of self-esteem

3. Achieving style in motor performance, which relates to concerns
for self-actualization.

Each program phase is sensitive to a special aspect of personal develop-
ment. It is with This careful attention to personal development that
humanistic physical education would claim its.rightful place in any school
*gram on "the basics."

ACHIEVING CONTROL AND THE
DEVELOPMENT OF SELF-CONCEPT

Normal social and intellectual development is intricately related to
sensory and motor experience,' Body image and self-perceptionboth
dimensions of self-concept--are also rooted in individuals' initial experi-
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ences with the management of their bodies in space. With this recognition-
of the integrated nature of development and the pervading impact that'
early movement experiences may have uporiself-concept, the first 'phase of

a humanistic physical education program is foCused upon each individual ,

gaining basic control of motor performance,
Achieving control is a form,of environmental coping' that has as its

focus
, 1. the development of perceptual motor skills, which includes prac-

tice in performing simple motor skills that respond to some infor-

mation or cues from the environment (skills such as balance,
hand-eye or foot-eye coordination, and 'roving to a rhythm or

. beat);

2. the development of body awareness skills, which includes prac-

r tice in performing basic motor skills that offer seemingly simple,

yet profound, motor challenges (skills such as Olrowing,,catch-
ing, kicking, traveling on different body parts, and making differ-

.
ent body shapes to represent differenr ideas).

The emphasis in this program phase is on'discovering what the body

can clo,-where the body can go, how the body can move, and what dift
ferent kinds of physical relationships the body can achieve. As an indi-
vidual begins to gain control of motor performance, it is hoped that the
perception of "the" Vody becomes one of "my" body, that the individual
incorporates a holistic view of self-into self-concept. Physical education

can contributestill further to such'personal development if learning experi-

. . ences are designed in a progressiVe and individualized fashion so that par-
"licipants are_ free to progress at their own rate and encounter motor

challenges as pfoblem- solving situations appropriate for their evel of
motor skill. Such a design, which is sensitive to feelings of self-Worth and

oriented -toward success, is possible when teachers avoid introducing the
social-evaluation pressures of competition or grading into this phase of

physical education.

ACHIEVING SKILL TECHNIQUES AND THE
.

DEVELOPMENT OF SELKSTEEM ...

As individuals achieve increasing' degrees of skill in motbriperfor-
mance, a generalleeling of environmental coping may expand toward feel-

ings of real competence and belief
The

their ability to act effectively in
response to challenging situations. The learning of sPorts,dance, and exer-
cise skills enables an individual to engage in controlled movement settings
where physical performance becomes concrete evidence upon which to
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___
bast self-evaluationone of the central dimensions of self-esteem.' Each

t sport, dance, and exercise form has its own particular set of skill tech.
niques designed to meet 'successfully its own particular set of motor
challenges. Becatisecit would be impossible to gain skill in every movement
form, htimanistic physical education programs must select only certain
fornii for extended practice and participation. Although facilities, time,
and finances often affect this selection, individuals should be given the
opportunity to learn the skill techniqueNf at least one movement form
from each of the following:

1. From the sport fonns:
a. a sport that emphasizes,competition
b. a sport that emphasizes self-evaluation
c. a sport that emphasizes vertigo (a threat to balance or stabil-

itY)-

2. rrom the dance forms: r.
a. a dance that emphasizes mimicry (imitation)
b. a dance that emphasizes cultural expression
c. dance that emphasizes.personal expression
d. a dance that emphasizes successful display (communication

of an idea 'or 'feeling to others).

3. From the exercise forms:
a. an exercise pattern that emphasizes maintenance of a desired

level Of physical condition
b. an exercise pattern that emphasizes an improvement to a

desired level of pysical condition
c. an exercise patter* that emphasizes restoration to a previous

level of physical condition
an exercise pattern that emphasizes relief from home

'undesired physical condition.

Although some, educators might believe that the exercise forms are
appropriate only for the physically handicapped or ill-fit individual, it
should be noted that the knowledge and experience.gained by participating
in ixercise forms may provide dil individuals with positive feelings about
their ability to change and control their own physical condition. The dif-
ferent types of sport and dance forms structure the environment in dis-
tinctly different ways. As skill techniques are mastered, each performer
becomes more effective and gains in self- confidence still another dimen-
sion of self-esteem.

As viith the first program phase of achieving control, the second pro-
gram pha' of achieving skill techniques requires a careful sequencing of
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learning experiences so that individuals are sufficiently challenged to grow, .
yet they encounter enough actual success that they are able to develop and
maintain their personal dignity. The educational beauty Of sport, dance,
and exercise is that they are totally Contrived environments with iden-
tifiable motor challenges. A knowledgeable physical educator can help ;
foster the developthent of positive self-esteeth based upon acctirate self-
perceptions by setting up an instructional cycle in which The practice of
specifielkills is followed by the chance to apply those skills in a real yet
manageable sport, dance, or exercise context, which in turn necessitates
and provides feedbacrf or further practice, and so on toward mastery.

ACHIEVING STYLE AND SELF - ACTUALIZATION

The (inal phase in t humanistic physical education program is that of
achieving style in motor performance, that is, achieving a level of dill pro-
ficiency that frees the individual fro)n Constan(concentration' on the_
mechanics of motor performance and opens ,up its potential as an aesthetic
experience. Because a high level of skill 'is required to achieve styli, few
individuals are capable of this mastery in more than one or two Movement
forms Thilg implies that there mast be an identification'of preferences for
certain sport, dance, or exercise forms and then the provision of further
instruct' n and extended opportunities for practice and participation. It is
entirely possible that some students, after achieving the skill techniques of
performance, might prefer to pursue only the 'dance forms to, the l of

style, or only the sport forms, or only the exercise forms. gater individ-
uals might select a combinaff6n of the forms while still others choose
to pursue self-actualizatiop in other form's altogether rather than pursue it
in movement. In this phase of the program the student must be given a
choice, even if that pearls the student's dropping out of the program. No
one can identify for another where or how feelings of self-actualization

. may be,encountered.
The aesthetic potential in motor performance provides a riciltource

of personal meaning for many individuals. This potential has been pro-
posedlae a range of feelings that includes the following:5

1. Evocative eleinents, where some human life value such as
coprage or compassion is illustrated by a motor performance

2. Ex ive elements, where a participant' has mastered the skill
techniques to the pbint where he or she takes on a special "energy"
quality such as grace, lightness of touch, power with control, etc.

"3. ',Intellectual. beauty, where a participant meets the motor
challenges of an activity in some cle3ter, insightful, or innovative
movement

A
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4. Drama, where there is some contrived. conflict or difficulty in
,. meeting the demands of an a ivity and tension builds the

struggle between the partic ant and adversary elements con-, tinues to some point of ch ax and resolution

5. Unity, where the participant experienisfs feelings of total immer-
sion or oneness in his or her own skill performance. °

ft,

Although a school physical education program could not offer a wide
variety of sport, dance, and exercise forms to this degree of mastery, it
might be possible to offer a representative sample if public and community i
resources were used As with the other phases of the program, concern for
individuals' feelings of personal worth and respect for their right to make
choices about their physical education would permeate this final phase.

I

) °s

THE HUMANISTIC AGENDA
e

'Humanistic physical education may be conceived of as a motor skill
learning program structured to promote the development of self-concept
and self-esteem and the pursuit of self-actualization among its participants.
The primary difficulty with this type of physical \education is that of realiz-
ing .its own idea. Although-all of our motor development literature tells us
that the best time to work on achieving control of motor performance is
between the end of the infant growth spurt and the stabilization of hand
and foot preference between ages five and seven approximately,6 a sys-

Gtematic perceptual-motor and body management program is seldom pro-
vided for children in this age range. At this critical time in the development
of self - concept, when carefully and individually designed motor challenges
could make a significant and positive contribution, formal and regular
physical education instruction is often totally absent. When some effort is
made' to organize children, it usually becomes a low-skill-level group-
oriented activity that is oblivious to individual differences in motor
development and the fragile nature of children's evolving self- concept.

Both motor development and integrated-Melopment literature sug-
gest that the best period for learning skill techniques is between the ages
when hand and foot preference stabilizes and puberty begins.' This-would
clearly indicate that the:elementary and middle school years should find a
rigorous sport, dance, and exercise skill technique progrant*ceiving full
emphasis as children discover their abilities to become competent as active
agents in their environment. This self-esteem-oriented program phase
should again allow for individual differences and reflect a sensitivity to
children's needs for accurate self-perceptions in a nonthreatening, non-
judgmental envitonment. However, many programs fnchildr\nrin this age

.
.
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span consist of a fN.,:-playground games in which highly motor-skilled or
gifted children are allowed to predominate. Often individualized skill
instruction in specific techralques is not provided, and sufficient practice
time for developing these difficult skills is never built in to the school day.
The poterltial gain in self-esteem available to all-children from progressive
improOment in .:meeting motor challenges is seldom realized.

The final phase of skill mastery or style in motor performance should
be the province of the secoficiary or high school curriculum. Instead, many
times the physical education program is a weak attempt to teach basic skill
techniques to individuals who have yet even to achieve full control of their
motor performance. No wonder That many older students become bored
or disinterested in high school and many educators see little basic value in
physical education. The lack-of initial physical' education during critical
stages in development provides a nearly insurmountable obstacle. The
opportunities for self-actualization in such developm'entally out-of-sync
programs are remote at best.

The humanistic agenda in physical education demands early interven-
tion, as early as the preschool, in children's motor developMent.
Throughout the entire proiram teaphers must strbeture motor challenges
for students that encourage a steady expansion of their capabilities in a
nonthreatening learning environment. Throughout the entire prograi3 r

teachers must provide skill instruction and guided practice that -allow
children to progress at their own rate without fear of unwarranted social
evaluation or arbitrary assignment of some external judgment about the
comparative worth-of their performance.

But support for humanistic physical education has yet to be mobilized
in education. Pe;haps this can be traced to some latent feelings about the
medieval concept of mina-body dichotomy, which relegated anything
concerning ttie physical to a position of secondary value. Perhaps it can be

-traced to an unwillingness. to see participation in sport, dance, andexercise
forms as 'a potentially meaningful pursuit for everyone from the handi-
capped. to the highly gifted-, because the acceptance of such a position
might threaten the athletic power structure that is interested in using
instructional and practice time only for a select few who play in sports that
the public finds entertaining.

A humanistic physical education program defines its educational
vakie in terms of its contribution to the basic human needs for personal
development. in the areas of self-concept, self-esteem, and self-
actualizationlf the catch phrase "pack to basice= is ever fully employed to
effect curriculum change, the idea of humanistic physical education may at
last be realized --:a rich developmental experience in the real environments
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of sport, dance, and exercise. For physical education this will represent a
,true educational breakthredgh, for it will not be a return to the basics,but
rather an initial arrival, long anticipated by responsibleleysical educators

and lohg deserved by their students.

'k=off.
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CHAPTER 3

Play Paftenas and Human Expression
Lynn A. Barnett

"A human is most human . . . when at play."'

INTRODUCTION

All of us have engaged in a wide variety of ,play since our earliest
months. As infants, we found delight in touching a colorful mobile and tit-
tered-at the sight of adults retrieving dropped spoons. As young children,
we built spaceships and cities from grains of sand, and we learned skills for
gaming and the fun that others could bring. And as adults, we have often
retreated into dreams of childhood play or engulfed ourselves for hours in
conversations to solve world problems and in mutual expression via inter-'
personal relationships. Play provides unique opportunities for the individ-
ual: it relaxes us from daily toil, allows us to conjure up dreams ol "what
could be" or "what was," provides nonserious experimentation with our .
universe, and generally yields a state of pleasure, 'satisfaction, and enjoy-
ment that few other activities bring. For all of these opportunities' and
accomplishments, play is the mechanism.* which we express ourselves
freely, with the latitude and freedom to act on our gratifications and
wishes and bear no consequences.

The freedom to choose, to act, to express, to feel, is t :defining
characteristic of play. The intrinsic 'motivation that characterizes playful

M.J. Why People Play.



initiations carries positive emotional responses as we engage in actions for
the infernalvratification.they elicit. In few other behaviors do we perceive
the contingencies attached to bur acts to be so-minimal, the consequences
to be so relatively few. It is this perception of freedom that allows the indi-
vidual to act with intent, the act itself being characteristic of internal states
and dispositions. Play thus can be viewed as a sort of "lookitig glass" into
the individual: it is the unique.expression of moods, desires, personality,
mental processes, .and abilities and is. .a composite reflection of the indi-
vidualpast, present, and future,

PLAY AS PHYSICAL EXPRESSION
,

Various theoretical views suggest that play is the expenditure' or the
restitution 2 of energies that are either accumulated Or discharged during
working behavior. These earlimodels thus define play as nonprodactive,
and superfluous and antithetical to work or purposive activity. Observa-
tions of the exuberant and vigorous play of children suggest some anec-
dotal support for the paradigms,' Indeed, gross Motor activities have been
found to characterize a majority of play styles in middle° childhood,
especially in boys.' Preschoolers and,kindergartners show_highdegrees of
physical experimentatibn in play as they learn to coordinate body move-
ments and muscular activity. The precarious balancing that children
often attempt (much to the dismay of paren'ts) suggest that play serves as
one means by which children learn the boundaries of their physical
capabilities and coordination of body units to interact in new types of
games. The perfection of these movements and the development of their
patterns into skilled action often preoccupy much of play.' Play thus
serves a critical function'in providing children with the freedom to experi-
ment with. their body physically and relate it to interactions with their
environment. The feedback gained during this type of play is crucial to
children as they learn to integrate muscle groups, develop motoric patterns
into skilled action, and discover the many new ways in which these newly
acquired skills cankink efficiency in adapting to and manipulating their
environment.

PLAY AS SOCIAL EXPRESSION 10.

The development of social play has received a good deal of attention.
Longitudinal observations of children at Play have produced developmen-
tal stages, or categories, of social play. It is'generally accepted that solitary
play, followed by parallel play, associative play, and, finally, cooperative

27
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play is the sequence in which social play develops with age./ The social life.. . of a child actually begins. at birth. The child could not survive without
being cared for, and this involves innumerable contacts with other humans
from he start. When the child is between five and seven months old, he or
she will laugh-in fairly rudimentary games, and after 'a few more weeks the
child will take an active part in the games.' After the first year a good deal
of play is initiative. Other children are a great attraction as infants get
older` Although there ig considerable variation, some children as young as
two -and -a -half years will appear distraught among a group of attractilv.seve/
toys if there are no others with whom to play. Most children in the fi
two years, however, when in close proximity, will play without much
reffrence to others around them. Playing inpafallel, rather than with one

: another, was found to be the most prevalent social-play form between the
second and third year. Children appear to delight in others playing around

.. them, yet they have little direct influence on the typology of one another' s
play. Associative play occurs a bit later when the child is engaged in a

.. game involving others, is more intent on his or her own role and play
interests. The appearanCe of cooperation is exceptiOnally rare before the
age of three and does not actually govern play until five to seven years.
Alang with cooperative play goes competition, and these play styles are
most readily observed i games and playful activities with high elernentsof,
imposed structure./

The role of play in th child's socialization has bein an important area
for research activity. Play has been described as a key agent in the
socialization process, as one of the means by which young children learn
their role in relation to others agd 'to the world in general./ Fiom a young
age children imitate adults: facial, verbal, and motoric actions; events
witnessed and, at a later'ag6:?events heard of rather than experienced.
Children learn what others in their society do, and are given feedback on
their responses. Actions that are not culturally appropriate are punished
and those that conform to social rules are positively reinforced. Children
thus begin to internalizegionnative systemsfor their culture, their sod-,
ety, their gender, and Orr immediate familial environment. This is one of ,

the means by which our culture is transmitted from generation to genera-
tion. From a very early Age we reenact culturally prescribed actions.

As children become outer-directed, that is, as their egocentrism-gives .
way to an awareness of peers and the con4deration of their peers' role in
relation to their own, they acquire a general sense regarding the conse-
quences of their actions in relation to others." Before the age of two, out-
bursts of anger are directed mainly against adults, but between the ages of
three and four quarreling with other children takes precedence." This is the
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time when playmates gain-importance, and as this occurs children begin to
learn the meaning of sharing and cooperation. Like most other socially
desirable habits, sharing is learned via a variety of incentives and social
pressures. Sharing toys and taking turns, two essentials in reducing quar-
rels, are learned by experience. Through,early adult intervention children

, learn the enjoyment that can be gained through interaction with others,
and peers become a new toy form. Crucial to this process is children's
realization that their own wishes cannot always predominate, and that
gratification can be derived from subordinating their own desires to those
of others. Piaget 12 stressed the internalization of morality and the develop-
ment of conscience that can be traced through this process of recognizing
the needs and wants of peers. He illustrated this relationship by tracing the
game of marbles and -the way in which children structured rules based
upon group consensus. Play thus serves an important role in the socializa-
tion process via the continual enjoyable interactions between children_and
adults and, later, between children and other children. -

It has also been suggested that communication skills, both verbal and
nonverbal, are facilitated in play." At a very early age (usually six to ten
months) children begin to experiment with language: babbling and vocal
noises are common and there is evidence that children begin to play with
votal sounds." Between the ages of two and three years conventional
noises are learned and used to identify certain events and actions. As more
and more verbalizations accompany play, they elicit responses, whether or
not theyliftclearry identifiable. The child's play with language is a com-
mon event in its own right, as chants, rhymes, and riddling songs emme
and produce delight. This-type of language play often evolves into instruc-
tional games, with adUlts frequently mimicking and directing the conter.
These play episodes become important ways of teaching children labels
.and categories as well as the gtn;ctural rules of language. The nonverbal
'accompaniments reinforce the joy in producing sounds and the ecstasy of
initial success in communicating needs or identifying an object or person.
The potential impact of nonverbal gestures becomes realized as a means of.
eliciting reaction or communicating feelings and thoughts.

PLAY AS COGNITIVE EXPRESSION

One .of the most pervasive play styles in young children is the active
investigation and manipulation of objects and settings. The child's seem-
ingly insatiable curiosity in the preschool period is vitnessed by parents
and educators; the mischievous exploration of kitchen cupboards and the
interminable frequency of "why" questions are characteristics of this

0
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period of rapid grow.th and development. The finding that raw construc-
tion materials are the most preferred play object in this age range " attests 4.

to the ingenuous ability of children to create fantastic characters alicl weave)
elaborate plots and themes. Dress-up play and the adventurous missions of
young space cadets illustrate the manipulation of reality that is so typically
characteristic of young children's play.," Like children, adults create make- . .

or ''wish" worlds, although tyloically these are covert, not overt.
Research has shown that not only is this type of mental play quite enjoy-/
able for those who participate, but it is also biologically adaptive; that is,
imaginative play and playmates serve definite cognitive functions.'7

A wealth of research illustrates a relationship between children's fre-
quent), of imaginative play .and various aspects of cognitive develop-
ment." Piaget 19 suggested that play serves as the mirror through which we
can observe the child's present level of cognitive functioning. More recently
it was shown that children who exhibited high incidences of imaginative
play in preschool years performed better in school subjects that thusewho
had been more conventional in their play.2° Creative children have been
found to show advanced levels of reading comprehension and skill by first
and third grade," and to produce more analytic concepts than their less
playful peers." Enhancing the child's ability to see the fun in learning, and
structuring the traditional classroom setting into a more game-like atmos-
phere facilitate the acquisition of new concepts. Researchers have tested
this notion experimentally by incorporating mathematical principles into a
new game that was taught to grade-school children. The findings indicated
that the children who participated in the new game acquired the concepts
earlier and retained themThriger than those o were taught via more con-
ventional, structural approaches." In addition, andardized tests that are
traditionally administered to grade-school children thieved better results
when the setting was less structured and was presences -a new game to
be played." - .

Theoretical models.have been advanced to suggest that the very
nature pf play,lies in cognitive processing." The suggestion has been that
the increases in language, reading, mathematical abilities, and other areas
that have been noted are all reflective of problem-solving and 'divergent-
thinking abilitt The explanation,for these findings is that children will
typically explore and manipulate a novel object in their enviro.nment until

_they_leara its chara *sticsOnte_they_feel_familiar_withan_objectthey
will often creatively anipulate it, that is, generate new stories and situa=
dons with it." t is way chikiren learn the many possibilities that an
object offers. Th frequency with which this manipulation typically occurs
throughout childhood leads to the deyelopment of a general problem-

.
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solving ability. As children investigate objects and learn the characteristics
of those objects, they increase their response repertoire, and as they tire of
the objects, they seek new interactions in their environment. These new
interactions are of- a necessarily more complex nature as children become
more complex through increasing investigation, manipulation, and assimi-
lation of aspects of their environment. Play thus contributes to children's
adaptation to the world, as new information is learned and behavioral
flexibility is acquired.

..

-.
PLAY AS. EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION

*Sigmund Freud 27 long ago identified the adaptive value of play for the

..1---\
child. He argued that children do not have the means with which to assig*
late unpleasant experiences, as adults do. Various defense mechanisms that
adults ossess to deal witliocOnflicts posed by their environment are not
NWdeveloped iri the young, and hence children require a means by which
'they can "digest" ttautilatic events. Play is regarded as one of the few ac-

..,
tivities in which the child has freedom for total control and direction.
Children frequently use this control to reenact unpleasant experiences so as

.. tinsulate them;elv' es from the effects of subsequent similar experiencegir
which they might once again have little control.

The importance of play behaviors to anxious or disturbed children
has been demonstrated. In one study 28 school-age children who were
hospitalized for a serious illness were presented with a variety of toys with
which they could play. The children played for longer periods of tirne with
the toys that closely resembled aspects of the hospital setting. The investi-
gator also spokiPwith the children about their toy preferences and their
feelings accompanying play. All of the children reported their play to have
had a calming yet highly enjoyable effect, and the desire to contiQue the'
play activities was commonly expressed. In a more recent study 29 this
psychoanalytic interpretaticin of play was studied in a controlled setting.
One group of preschool children was shown a film segment from a Lassie
movie that depicted Lassie getting separated from her owner and getting
lost trying to find her way home. The dog's fate was unceAin as she
encountered several potentially dangerous situations. This film segment
was deemed to be anxiety inducing for the children. A second group of
Children was shown film segments from the same movie in which the dog
made friends with a group of boys: this situation was pleasant and there
was no indication of the dog's plight. After viewing their respective film
segments, the children were given the opportunity to play individually
with one or all of a variety of toys, some of which were relevant to the
theme of the movie and some of which were neutral and bore no relation
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®° to it. Measures of anxiety were taken for each child before and after tlfe .

film and at the conclusion of the play session. Results supported the con-
tention that play enables the child to neutralize and work through a con-
flict situation. The children who viewed the traumatic film segmentplayed
substantially longer with the anxiety- relevant toys than did the second

group; in addition, compared with the second group, they were higher in
anxiety following the movie and lower in anxiety following the play ses-

sion.
.0

This research lends further credence to the notion that play can con-
tribute to stable and healthygmotional development in children. Although,
there is little evidence (beyond that cited above) to substantiate this
notion, it is common to see young children playing doctor to a's4 doll, or
parent to a group of younger neighbors. One interpretation of this play is
that the child is actually recreating n unpleasant experience in an attempt
to master and neutralize it. -

CONCLUSION ,

"The play of children at times may strike us as fragile.and charming,
rowdy and boisterous, ingenuous, just plain silly, or disturbingly percep-
tive in its portrayals of adult skilled, actions and aktitudes." 30 Recent

research has shown, however., that, with the variety of play forms, the
diversity of play patterns, and the multitude of play expressions, We

should view play as crucial to healthy development. Without a concerted

period of play in our young and developing years, we would not cope well'

with the complexity of adulthood 'and the necessary demands for creative

thought, physical prowess, and emtional and social stability. Indeed,

play helps children come to understand their world. It also provides the
freedom to explore and the enjoyment to act as a unique expression pf the

composite 'picture of ourselves.
Play allows us to realize the intrinsic possibilities that our environ-

ment offers and gives us the-freedotn to explore our potential in non-
threatening ways. Alternately it teaches us the boundaries and the
guidelines that we must learn in order to live cooperatively with others and

to share new experiences and drgams. Play is almost paradoxical in this
sense we experience the fun in learning, creating, achieving, and reading
and the sorrow in the constraints necessarily imposed by reality and soci-

ety as we age. We learn to be effective within our environment, yet we also

learn that we are accountable to others who share our'social system. The

'conflicts that are engendered, and the joy that accompanies mastery, are
crucial components tp play experiences, and to adaptation in general.
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Play helps us to advance cognitively as we explore novel elements in
our environment and then use them in whys to satisfy our pleasures. Play
teaches us the joy to be gained from others and the mode by which we
must learn to accept and- communicate. Play facilitates the resolution of
conflict and reduces our anxieties as we act on and "play out" events that
acted on and disturbed us. Play allows for the expression of physical exu-
berance, the sheer joy that accompanies vigorous exercise, and the devel-
opment of coordinated.movement and skilled action. In all of these ways
play is not just frivolous or silly--it is biologically adaptive, productive
behavior that molds us into constituents. of a culture yet allows us the en-
joyment of expressing our individuality an4 uniqueness. Clearly, then, we
play because we are human and we are human because we play.
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CHAPTER 4

Affect As It Effects Fitness and
Total Functional Integrity

Alexander W. MNeill

There reiains an apparent paradox in the reasoned arguments
presented' by philoiqphets in physical education and the practice of
physical education in sOciety.. The philosophers have been striving for
many years to eradicate the dichotomy of the mind and the body in favor
of a holistIt view Of the individual in which the mind and the body are
interdependent.1 Our practice, however, remains- centered on skills
learning motor skills, teaching motor skills, analyzing motor skills, and,

more recently, evaluating jAsavior evideit during the perfdrinance or
observation of motor skills. Skills and cognitive processes have been, and
remain, the center of focus in physical education.'

We have seen a cqnsiderable change in the 'skills bell taught in
physical education programs. There has been a shift from team sports and
gymnastic skills to lifetime skills and offrdoor activities. However, we are
teaching to affect a single dimension of body phenomena, namely, the
cognitive dimension. To argue that the mind and the body are not dichoto-
Mous, to identify affective as well as cognitive dimensions of body phe-
nomena, and to suggest that these two dimensions are not discrete, does
not mean that it is "sufficient to influence either the cognitive or the affec-
tive cptnlibnent, that a suitable or proper change in the other dimeniion
wilbe a 'necessary concomitant outcome. Therebeing at least two dimen,
sions to moUement phenomena, it behooves physical education to address
both.

1
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In the course of the last two decades it appears that we have dissected
the term "physical education," addressing the "physical" portion through
teaching motor skills, taking up the "education" portiOn by our studies of
the pedagogical _sciences. We study the' mechanics of the body and the

..it changes in the systems that accompany exercise, we analyze the motor
skills that constitute activity, and we examine teaching and teachers'
methods and behavior.

Phytical education as we know it in 1980 has been plagued by many
pmblemsduring the course of its development. The physical educator is
still viewed by many members of the academic community as a somewhat
limited sibling. The need for academic identity and the desire to demon-
strate effectiveness in the academic pursuit of knowledge have resulted in a
growth pattern in physical education that focuses upon those dimensions
of study traditionally considered to be academic. As a consequence
Physical education has been differentiated into discrete units of study such
as biomechanics, motor learning, pedagogy, and exercise physiology.
Each of these subunits has generated its own body of knowledge and
encourages students tostudy a single dimension of movement phenorrreiia,
a process that results in further specialization and further differentiation.
The purpose of physical education is being lost in favor of a goal or a series
of goals established for one dimension of the discipline.'

Physical education implies something much larger than the study of
movements. It impliesthat we may teach' motor skills; it implies that we
may study motor skills from various perspectioves (e.g.; physiological,
anatomical, biomechanical, and sociological); it implies that activities and
the interactions of people when they participate in activities involve the
psyche as well as the body. This it would appear that physical education
has a role in the development of the total individual.

The body concept can be defined as the impression a person has of his
or her body, conscious and unconscious, affective and cognitive.' The
concept recognizes not only the conscious cognitive aspects of body phe-
nomena, but also the affective component of moving and being. In"
physical education we are just beginning to examine this affectiVe.compo-
nent, but- as I hope to demonstrate, this dimension may be The key to the
development of physical education in the 1980's.

Physical fitness is but a part of physical education. If we view physi -,
cal fi less as product of functional integrity, then the term "physical
fitness" shTd be considered in the same total sense as the term "physical
education." Physical fitness is not just the efficient' peration of various .
systems, but also the unmistakable, positive gestalt that is the result of
interaction of the various systems, including the psyche. Physical fitnesS .
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.s1'must have the a affective aid cognitive components that make up the
body concept.

,,,, A ptimary purpose of education is to change behavior and to develop
in individuals the 'desire to evaluate aspects of their lives rationally and
make decisions about theirfuture. Behavior may be defined as the change
in states of bodies and body parts and their relationships in space.'
Teaching specific skills may indeed establish neurological schethata that
will result in the successful completion of a motor skill. That is, we have
established that we are able to make a product. The question remains,

.

What will motivate us to make that product at some time in the futtire?
Education is a process whereby we influence motive, establishing feel-

, ings in the individual' and causing the individual ta seek change actively.
Alotive appears to be the key to effective education. -.

The term "goals" may be used to imply motive. However, motive
v establishes goals and initiates behaviors to attain these goals. Motives can

be related to feelings, and, in the case of the body, they may be feelings of
pleasure or displeasure concerning its systemic functioning. Knowledge gf
the body as it responds to exercise, knowledge of the body as it respondsio
lack of exercise, knowledge of skills that will produce positive changes in
systemic functioning, are all _unlikely to produce a change in behavior
unless a motive is established and recognized.

For a motive to be accepted it must represent the feelings of the indi-
vidual seeking to change behavior. If we are .tc) be eff,ective in encouraging
physical fitness, we must do more than just provide cognitive information;
we must address the affective component of the physical fitness concept.

It was stated earlier that behavior may be defined as the change in
states of bodies and body parts and theirrelationships in space. In physical
educition we study the changes in-Vates and alp relationships of bodies
and body parts largely in the branch of the . .. ipline defined as bio:
mechanics. The changes in the systems of the body that accompany
changes in position, and the accommodation or training effects that result
from repetitive changes in position are evaluated in another branch of the
profession defined as exercise.physiology. Both branches of the profession
are dependent upon the execution of motor skills. .

Isaac Newton systematically observed movement and described con-
ditions for motion that remain our basic guidelines for the physical

vanalysis of movement. However, we might well consider That there is a
`Parallel serious of affective "laws" pr behavioral statements pertaining to
human movement. These affective laws address the motive for movement.
The term "mot' e' is used in much mechanics literature as a synonym for
force; however, i modern usage it has a somewhat wider connotation.
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Motive implies an inn* drive, an affective condition, a feeling or series of
feelings that may initiate action, accompany action, or exist after some line
of action has been Completed..If we were to derive a series of affective
IAA's, we might well model them on the three classical laws proposed by
Newton, addreseittg inertia, change in momentum; and action and reac-
tion. :

- If we believe that movement and activity are necessary for total
growth and development, one of our major goals must be to moti!Tate peo-
ple to participate iri motor activities.,Generally, healthy systemic function-
ing is a concomit4nt of participation in physical activities. Casual inspec-
tion of the activity patterns of the population suggests that we have failed
to provide sufficient reasons for moa-people to be active. Indeed, it would
appear that present, past, and future states of inactivity can be described
by three affective laws. In the interest of simplicity these will bireferred to
as McNeill's Laws of Inactivity:

McNeill's First Law of Inactivity. A body will remain at rest, or in a
uniform state of inactivity, unless it is acted upon by some internal motive.

McNeill's Second Law of Inactivity. The degree of activity or change
in activity pattern is proportional to the magnitude and duration of the
internal- motive. ,

McNeill's Third Law of Inactivity. The reaCtion.of a system stressed
by exercise through the application of an internal motive is to accom-
modate and subsequently to supercompensate for the exercise stressor.

Regarding the, first statement, inactivity is a function of lack of
motive. It should be notecrthat motive is qualified in that it must be inter-

' nally derived. Until individuals develop sufficient personal motive to par--

ticipate in activity,,,it is unlikely that activity will result.lhere need be no
single or best motive, merely effective mothles, that is, those thatiresult in
a change in behavior from inactive to active. Changing activity patterns'is
like dieting to lose weight; it is not effective unless it is self-motivated and
the motive 'results in lorig-term change it.tehivior. At present in physical
education we provide knowledge of positiVe changes in body systems that
accompany exercise; and -we provide carefully planned exercise experi-
ences with the belief that exposure will stimulate a future motive for partic-
ipation. However, it has been demonstrated in other areas of health that
knowledge of an adverse outcomee.(g., lung cancer) resultinr. from a
specific behavior (e.g., cigarette smoking) is not stifficient to modify that
behavior.

The second behavioral statement suggests that the degree of activity
or change in activity pattern is proportional to the magnitude aq4' the
duration of the internal motive. It takes a considerable personal commit-
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ment -of time and effort to harvest the benefits -of a regular exeiese pro-
gram. It might again be emphasized that a long-term commitment to_exer-
cise, as a part' of normal living is the necessary prerequisite to the
maintenance of a successful exercise program.

The final law is a statement of the outcomes of the application of what
has come to belknown as the overload principle. Essentially it implies that
an internally derived/motive, when used to generate a long-term exercise
program, will pioduce a reaction that results in increased efficiency, work
capacity, and recuperative abilities of the body.

. To this point physical fitness activities and various exercise and train-
ing systems have not been addressed, It is not the purpose otthis author to
minimize the importance of these dimensions of phys' al education;
indeed, a general overview of them is presented below. urpose of this
presentation is to establish the importance of motive, a onion of the
affective dimension of activity, in .the development of future goals for
physical education. Physical ,fititts is not jiist* a state of; the body, but

ects a total functional integrity thit must be defined for individuals. We
must consciously address the affective dimension of movement in physical
education and our,fltne4programs. Without internal motive, activity will
remain an unlikely outcome for in most Western cultures in
which the machine dominates the physical working environment.

Our concept of physical fitness has undervne considerable change.
concomitant with the inclusion of -lifetime activities physical education
programs. We have seen physical education move away from using a
single concept of perforniance-related physical, fitness ,in whiCh emphasis
was placed upon physiological functions to improve performance In sport
attcl physical activities. Our ebncern ,..frwith making athletes stranger, more
skillful, faster, and more flexible is being recognized as a somewhat bar-
row view of fitness. More recently there has been a move tOaddreis fitness
as it relates to health, in terms of both physiological and piyAologic'il
functioning.s The profession is *ginning to recognize fitness -as'a holistic
concept rather than as.4 purely physical stateThis positidn is evidenced
by the development of a new Health-Related Physical Fitness f est by the
Task Force,on Youth Fitness of the American Alliance for Health, Physical
Education, Recreation andDance -and the Physical Fitness Council of the
Association for Research, AdMinistration, Professional Councils and
Societies. * ,

the new-totlettery concentrates upon four basic. components of fit-
ness, namely, cardiovasCul4 functioning, body'somposition, strength,
and flexibility. These are some of tire basic ,compOnents of performance-
related fitne,ss but the major emphasis is being placed upon cardiovascular
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functioning. This dimensiOn of fitness is viewed by many phySicians'and
health professionals as the single, most critical aspect of physical health.
Regular exercise may not prevent circulatory disease, but it certainly
appears to reduce the risk of severe problems, and individuals who do
exercise regularly have been shown to recover more rapidly from circula-
tory trauma than other, less active individuals.6 In addition, the efficient
supply of oxygen to the working muscles permits prolonged work,
whether for financial or recreational gain. It is readily apparent that car-
diovascular efficiency, and thus cardiovascular fitness, have a great influ-
ence on our quality of life.

Body composition is addressed in the new Health-Related Physical
Fitness Test battery. This dimension has been included as a result of
increasing information relating obesity to coronary heart ditease. Further,
it has been reasoned that the increased stress of the "nonactive" workload,
in the form of fat, unduly burdens the *circulatory system, resulting in
other problems such as hypertension, renal malfunctions, and degenera-
tive arthritis.

Strength and flexibility for athletes are two aspects of fitness that
require little explanation. However, their inclusion in the new test battery
for the general population requires a little clarification. Evaluation of
studies of postural defects and their refationship to chronic low back pain
and acute back injuries, as well as various forms of abdominal discomfort,
has led to the conclusion that weak abdominal muscles, short hanistrings,
and pelvic tilt are major contributing factors to these disorders. The
strength,and flexibility aspects of the new test battery carefully evaluate
these areas of functioning in order to identify weaknesses and recommend
some corrective action before a severe disorder appears.

Although physical education has taken a giant step toward trying to,
influence more of the population .by, making the new Health-Related
Physical Fitness Test more appropriate to the needs and functions of the
general population, it appears that we are making the same grave error
that we committed in the past. As the rationale was developed for this new
test, we identified the, need to address the psychologital as well as the
physical fitness of our people.' Once again we are going to evaluate
cognitive and/or physical skills and levels of functioning in the hope that
knowledge will provide a sufficient impetus for a change' in behavior. It
has been argued earlier in this chapter that knowledge cannot be integrated
and molded into some form _of personalized ,activity program until the
individual exposed to that knowledge has developed some form of internal
motive for participatiOn in activity. It remains to be seen, although on the
basis of past experiences we must question, whether this new test battery
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will generate motive for activity by making society conscious of the com-
ponents of health-related fitness. This is especially true because the com-
ponents of the battery are the same as some of the components of the
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and.Dance's
Youth Fitness Test, despite the different emphasis.

As educators we mtit question the practice of evaluating the status
quo in physical fitness with the belief that this knowledge will be sufficient
to generate a change in behavior. For most people, reading life insurance
tables of heights and appropriate weights; looking at tables predicting

"longevity on the basis of various health habits, and 'Wearing seat belts to
avoid injury in case of automobile accident relate to others. We all tend to
identify differences in our personal lives that make these tables unsuitable
for describing ourselves. It seems to be a part of modern human nature to
assume that descriptive statistics relate to everyone but oneself. We might
suspect that this principle willbe extended to include information from our
newHealth-Related Physical Fitness Test battery.

In the last analysis we must return to motive and The affective,compo-
nent ofmovement. It is not sufficient to deal with the cognitive dimensions
of movement and fitness. We must consciously seek to include in our
physical edUcation programs a segment that deals directly with the affec -,

Jtive aspects of being active and improving or maintaining physical fitness;
We must help in the struggle to develop internally derived motive so that
goals can be identified and a beginning established toward new behaviors
that'include activity as a necessary part of living,
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CHAPTER 5

'Curriculum Designs for
u ling-HumanAgend

-Ann E. Jewett

Curriculums in the 80's are designed for a world in turmoil. Designers
are seeking to facilitate human growth and development and the capacity
to adapt to potentially overwhelming environmental challenges, both
physical and social in nature. Even more'significant, educational leaders
are looking ahead; determined too beyond the development of swirival
capabilities, seeking to develop human abilities to contribute to the shap-
ing of the future. Curriculum specialists are directing their efforts, toward
the shaping of curriculums designed to further the achievement of shared
human goals and the fulfillment of human agendas.

Physical educators in the 80's are becoming aware of the increasingly
significant role of the movement arts and sciences and of sport phenomena
ur creating happy, satisfying futures, They are growing more conscious of
the unique potential of physical education curriculums for fulfilling human
agendas. Curriculum.designers have a far more difficult challenge than in
the past when their role was viewed primarily as arrangement of tradi-
tional activity content into appropriate seasonal sequences and customary
'motdr skill progretsions. The ilentification and clarification of significant-
educational objectives have become functions of overriding importance.
The designing of learning programs conducive to inetyidual realization of
these objectives is a continually demanding task. . ,

Physical education'in the 80's embraces an infinite' number of possible
curriculum designs. Designers committed to identifying the needs-of indi-
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vidual persons particinar communities and to facilitating the search for
personal ine in mo ement activities are develop' unique patterns.
The person curriculum each learner is different fr m that of any other
learner. multitude of p ible variations mak it impractical even to
classify 'culum designs int categories. Ra er than attempting to be
all-ind sive, I offer the folio descriptions' of curriculums designed for
the s.

Preschool and elementary school. preschool education is becoming an
accepted public service provided for all children during the two OF three
years prior to enrollment in an early childhood education program. Learn-
ing. activities efnphasize a combination of perceptual-motor activities,
cognitive-developmental tasks, and self-care skills. Movement education
activities include body-awareness and spatial.trientation challenges and
games,-basic-motor-skills,-and-creative-movernent.

All elementary school children need opportunitiet to participate in
movement activity programs twice daily for a total .of at least 40 minutes.
Instructional programs include continuing movement education; ethnic,
folk, and creative dance; and new games.

Much of the child% movement curriculum is organized to focus on
moving in space'and is designed to achieve body awareness, locomotion,
object manipulation, and movement expression. Basic locomotor patterns
of walking, running, sliding, and jumping are learned, adapted, and refined
through imitating, experimenting, solving movement tasks set by teachers,
and performing such skills in self-testing, chasing, and rhythmic games.
Learning sequences progress_to more complex locomotor skills such as
galloping; hopping, leaping, and skipping and to advanced forms of pro-
pulsion on climbing and hanging apparatus. Students develop more
sophisticated concepts of directionality and spatial relationships and better,
movement control through games emphasizing dodging, chasing, and tag-
ging; through stunts, tumbling, and other gymnastic activities; through
folk dance and creative dance; and through simple combatives and weight-
training activities. Skatilig, swimming, and' ethnic dances of particular
local interest are recommended.

Ball- and object-handling activities involving throwing, catching,
kicking, and striking receive major attention. Striking activities requiring
foot-eye coordination as well as hand-eye coordination are included.
Teachers plan object-manipulation challenges using hoops, ropes, wands,
find batons as well as many types of balls, and striking implements.
Together with continuing attention to increasing efficiency in skill perfor-
mance, learning sequences are designed for progressive develOpnient of
strength, bllance, agility, flexibility,, and ciftulorespiratory endurance.
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Elementary concepts of effective body mechanics are included. Modified
track and field events are popular. 02

Popular games are introduced. New games and "friend" games that
focus on cooperating with, assisting, and learning to ,know and enjoy
another child are emphasized. Concepts of group interaction such as part-,
ner, team goal, sharing, win-win, teamwork, and leadership are analyzed.

Middle school. The curriculum in middle school physical education
emphasizes two major elements, (a) expanded understanding of movement
through refining personal skills and (b) greater depth of social under-
standing through experiences in movement activities of the student's own
and other cultures and in creating new games. To conduct middle school
education programs in developmental motor. performance, each. school
needs_the services of at least one dance educator, one aquatic specialist,
and two general movement and sport educators. The dance and aquatic
specialists may be shared with other middle schools in the district, defend-
ing upon enrollments. The instructional program includes survival,swiniE4
ming, sport skills, dance, project adventure, fitness activities, and new
games. Venturesome activities requiririg more personal courage are
included., The concept of creating new games is appropriate to all ige
levels, but receives special empliasis-in middle school programs. As stated
by the New Games.Foundation, "New Games is a process. It's not what
you play . . . but how you ,play. This proceis begins with yobr own
enjoyment, extends to an awareness of the other players, and eventually
results in creating some altogether new ways to have fun. "' a

Many taped programs are available to provide for large group iiresen, _

tations, or for use by individual students in the learning resource center.
Theie include innovative movement challenges and fitness-assessment
activities. Audio cassettes to assist with out-of-school skill development
are available for individual checkout. Instructional'activities occur in three
50-minute.periods weekly. Two of these provide for a planned sequential )
program; the third allows students to select specific activity skills, tield
experiences; or needed remedial work. Most students have approximately
three different choices per year on a seasonal basis. The instrktional pro.:

k gram is 'supplemented by an intramural program directed by a full-time..,
Employee with professional career training in recreation:,

., Secondary ooL Secondary school programs include approximately
100 hours of truction in developmental motor performance At each-

-level. The co come in the first year is fitness for life. It includes indiviil-
. ual assessment of the key aspects of health-related fitness, self-monitoring

o fitness achievements, guided prescription of exercise, and intensive par-
ticipation in selected fitness activities. The program also includes two skill ..

,
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classes in which the major purpose is the development of selected move-
. .ment performance skills. Selections are made by the individual student on

the basis of a desire to become a competent participant or a more skilled
performer.

44.

In the second year the core course is group development through
movement activities in which increased social awareness is sought: the
emphasis is on cooperative games, group choreography, and community
service projects. Large-group sessions featuring taped presentations of
issues relating to equal opportimity in exercise, sport, and dance programs
are complemented by laboratory-activity sessions in selected sport or
dance 'forms and discussion-and analysis of illustrative case studies. In
addition to taking the core course, which focuses on the development of
individual skills for functioning effectively in groups, each student selects
two hdditional sport or dance skill courses.

The third and final core course emphasizes diverse approaches to
seeking personal meaning, in movement. Several key approaches are
explored; focus on inner awareness through sport, transcendental medita-
tion, pursuit of risk or high adventure, and the seeking of effortlessness
and excellence in a particular movement form. Each student is ensured an
experience in composing or creating movement and participation in a
small-group wilderness-survival experience. The course concludes with a
personpl assessment and planntg for continuing growth in developmental
motor performance and life-style patterns to accommodate movement
activities, within a desired life-style.

Each student in the third-year program selects two additional skill
classes. Over the three-year period each has completed instruction in six
selected activities beyond the core courses, including at least one coopera-
tive group game activity, one dance activity, and one outdoor activity.
Each program also includes successful completion of at-least one intra-
mural season and one sport- or dance-club season.

Moverlient, dance, and sport is one of six core educational programs
within which high school graduation requirements must be met. In addi-
tion to the core courses, three instructional units- are, required: Motor
Development in Young Children, The Role of Exercise and Active Recrea-
tion ih and International Sport andpance. A wide variety of elec-
tive off rings in the broad field of movement, dance, and sport is available
for secon ry school credit.

Postsecondary education. Students enrolled in college or university or
continuing education programs in physical education are required to par-
ticipate in fitness-appraisal activities at least once in two years. This pro-
vides them with current fitness information and instruction in sound self-
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evaluation techniques, encourages perional goal setting and planning for
increasing and maintaining fitness, and offers access to leisure counseling
services. Higher education offerings, available at both undergraduate and
graduate levels, include the following: interdisciplinarinsights into effec-
tive movement to meet the demands of new occupational tasks; survival
and quality living in underwater communities; exercise and fitness in
limited space and in gravity-less environments; impact of popular recrea-
tional activities on the biosphere; value systems of other cultures; personal
decision making to influence the shape of one's own future; consensus -
seeking skills for creating quality community life; biofeedback analysis;
movement notation; holography; worldwide human commonalities;
senior citizens as a community resource; and urban futures planning.

er.
GUIDELINES FOR DESIGNING
PHYSICAL EDUCATION CURRICULUMS

The preceding descriptions are broadly illustrative only. The diversity
of patterns and designs appropriate for education in the 80's is infinite.
Certain key commitments or directions are inherent, in all sound designs,
however.

The educational role of movement and sport is viewed as guidance in
the search for personal meaning in-Movement activities. The broad range
of meanings that may be sought through movement activities can be
encompassed within three value clusters: fitness, performance, and
transcendence. Fitness includes such standard components as strength,
flexibility, and drcujorespiratory endurance;, yet it is specific to time-space
in a changing world. Fitness is a human condition, a personal achievement
involving individual understanding, selfrassessment, and.personal respon-
sibility. Performance encompasses all modes of skilled motoppeiformance
in sports, dance, Aquatics, gymnasticS, and body mechanics activities. Per-

.

sons may find meaning in skillful performance through its applications in
physical recreation, job performance, survival skills, or daily functioning.
Transcendence is perhaps best described-as\the celebration of. moments of
-singular awareness. It is the experience of-going beyond the usual, of over-
coming limitations and boundaries, of personal integration, and heightened
consciousness of self. Movfment activities offer an important channel for
self-actualization and transcendence.

Sports and the movement arts are pervasive aspects of human
societies around theworld. The physical education curriculum of the 80's
is planned with fultrecognition of the many roles prayed by the movement
arts and sciences in our society, and with ample provision for educating

4
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citizens whose intention will be to modify these roles for the betterment of
humankind. Because movement activities will probably continue to have
significant impact on such important areas of living as health an4 fitness,
social service, communications, leisure and recreation, and business and
economics, as well as education, that impact must be positive for the soci-

ety as a whole.
Physical education curriculum designeZteed to consider content and

approaches to learning that will help us shape our futtire world and live
happily in it. More emphasis needs to be placed on movement activities

that involve us in our total environment, help to maximize a symbiotic
relationship with the larger living universe, make us aware of the impact of

our activities On-the biosphere, and strengthen our commitment to main-
tain a quality environment. Global education requires opening horizons to
the movement concepts and forms, of other cultures. It also dictatesthe
development of new games, especially games that de-emphasize competi-
tion and maximize &operation. Futures education offers experiences in

_analyzing choices, generating alteArtives, and creating movement forms

and activities.
The physical education curriculum exposes learners to the total range

of movement. opportunities. The range is interpreted to encompass the

many potential personal meanings that may be sought thtlough movement
activities, and the many alternative social roles of movement inadvancing
general well-being. Breadth of opportunity implies extended time and

space concepts, extended forward into long-range futures, extended
globally to increase experiences providing insight into other cultures..

It has long been recognized that, in any educational setting; the pro-

cess may be as important as or more important than the product. Impor-
tant learning outcomes in physical educationinclude those concerned with
the processes pf learning to facilitate, extend, and use fully one's uniquil

movement capabilities. Physical education curriculum *designers...include

plans for experiencing, understanding, and gaining competence in perceiv-

ing, patterning, adapting, refining, varying, improvising, and composing

in movement.
Patterns for organizing curriculum content and experiences are highly

flexible. Physical education can be central in education in the 8,0's,but
'only if organizational rigidity is avoided. Only those organizational pat-

terns are acceptable that focus on achievement of educational objectives
and makelearning opportunities equally accessible to allboys and girls,
perks of differing minority and ethnic backgrounds, participants. of all

, ages, and individuals with varyhig degrees of motor ptrformance skill,
including the handicapped and disabled.
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EDUCATIONAL 'COMMITMENTS IN THE 80'S

Physical education curriculum designers accept commitments com-
mon to the total academic community and strive to create programs'con-
sonant with the directions identified for shared educational futures. At
least four significant commitments highlight the educational climate of the
80's in the United States:

1. The individual learner in his or her ultimate unity and personal
coherence is the primary focus of the educational institution, the cur-
riculum, and the professional staff. Curriculum planners acknowledge that
a person is a holistic being, that only from a heuristic perspective can the
potentials of the individual be developed to achieve personal freedom. An

education designed to fulfill human agendas highlights the concepts of per-
sons in process, of lifelong learning, and of human intentionality.

2. Ecology has become an accepted discipline and an essential compo-
nent of educalion. Greater awareness of human oneness with the living
uniyerse is needed both to extend pekceptions of self and to maintain the
biosphere. Ecological validity is accible to individual persons only as
the search for a balance between humans and their environment succeeds.

3. Educational programs must be planned to develop a spirit of global
community. Global education analyzes diversity and 'seeks to extend
cultural pluralism, yet it emphasizes =human commonalities. Learners are
guided in developing their competenCy to- make eiecisions make judg-
ments, and exercise influence, and in detlelopirV awareness of their
involvement, in the World sys4ter,biologically, ectlOgically, sociocultural-
ly, historically, and psychologicallOp ?p-

4. Futures education is now ackAwlecigecl 1.9, be' significant 'cur- 7

riculum content. Futurists do not agree on ilOshaEe bf the future,-on the 41,
specifics of the world we seek to achieve, or on the-pro,tessfbY;Which:ne
may hope to create the desired product: Most do agree,' hOPveyer,lhatt,
human beings living in today's world will Influence the shape' ttheIong-
term future. Futures education teaches students to identify critical ctuitces, 3,1 F 64,7

to consider and evaluate specific alternative futures, and t vent new
te

images of the future. Most important, it opens up alternati patteittsOf
thought for individuals and increases the possibilities of paradigm change
for society. Physical education curriculum designers in the 80's share com- $

A %.

mitments to the ultimate importance of individual personal wboleness and'
to increased:emphases on ecological education, &lobal education. and
futures education. s .-
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Motor Skill Acquisition
Anne L. Rothstein

Jr

During the past'decade, 1970-79, there has been a knoWledige explo-

sion in the prOcesses, methods, and materials of motor skill acquisition. As
with any serious' explosion, this one has produced splintering and frag-
menting. Splintering has come about as individuals have, specialized in
areas that contribute to the knowledge of motor skill acquisition and per-
formance and have either formed their own interest groups or have limited
their research and theorizing to one of the areas. Some examples of the
areas are biomechanics, the principles and methods of mechanics applied
to the study of the structure and fundtion. of biologi91 systems exercise -
physiology, study of the structure and function of systems underlyin, the
physiological response to exercise; motor control, study of the ctors
related to the coordination and patterning of motor output; motor vel-

opment, study of the age-related chanAes-that affect the acquisition and
performance of motor skills; motor learning, study of the factors related to
the acquisition and performance of motor skills; sport psychology, study-1
of the individual's behavior in sport; and sport sociologyzstudy, of group
behavior in sport.

Fragmenting, which was evident before the explosion, has been exac-
erbated by it. "Fragmenting" describes the accumulating of the results of
single studieswithout attempting to integrate or-incorporate them into
some overall pattern or design, some framework from which a picture
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would emerge. Study after study is conducted and the results are published
with no attempt, beyond an initial review of the literature; to tie the
fragments together into a meaningful whole.

If motor skill acquisition during the 1980's is to benefit &Oen t
serious but splintered and fragmented activities of the 1970's, two chan
must occur. Some method or methods must be found to integrate e

results of the research fragments in the various areas, and some o rall
framework must be used to integrate the findings from the various: areas
with one another and with all others. The means of accomplishin oth of
these 'are available now.' ,'

Methods of integrating the resultf of studies from a singl area, have
been used in other areas during the 1970's: class size; 2 spec education
treatment techniques;' 'neuropsychological assessment f children;'
psychotherapy,outcomes; 1 teacher "indirectness" and.ach. ement; 6 class

size and achi ent;7 and expectancy theory.' These m hods fall under
the gener eading of "meta-analysis," a term coined by Glass.9 Meta-
analysis seeks to apply known methods of statistical analysis to scores
derived from individual studies rather than from individual subjects. That
is, the studies themselves are the experimental units for which scores are
recorded. The scores are then analyzed to determine whether significant
differences among the variables are common to the set of studies or to a
subset of the studies. Information about these techniques is available to
individuals who wish to explore them beyond the scope of this essay.1°

The second problem, that of integrating the findings from several
areas, can be accomplished by using an appropriate overall framework.
During the p i t decade research emphasis cis shifted from a product-
oriented appr ch to a process-oriented approach." In a product-oriented
approach the focus is on the outcomes of experimeptalmanipula(ionsfor
example, determining the effects of warm-up on the 'acquisition and per-
formance of the volleyball serve. In a process-oriented approach the focus
is on the underlying mechanisms or processes that mediate the observed
change for example, determining how and why warm-up affects acquisi-
tion and performance, not simply determining that it does: An appropriate
framework for integrating the findings from the several areas of motor
`skill acquisition is an information-processing approach.

, .

INFORMATION PROCESSING . 1
Information processing explains behavior in terms of a set of sequen-

tial operations that an individual performs in attempting to be successful at
acquisition or performance of motor skills. In acquisition the sequential
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operations would improye as learning occurred; in performance they
would be executed in sequence. In the simplest explanation of information
processing, these operations may be grouped into input, decision making,
output, and feedback. Each of these may be further divided if a fine-grain
analysis of performance is required or desired. For the purposes of this
essay, however, these four will suffice. ,

Input encompastes those operations or processes that relate to recep-
tion of information (auditory, tactile, proprioceptive, visual) that may
originate internally or externally. Decision making includes those pro-
cesses that enable the individual to determine what the input means and
what to do in response to the input. OutpUt subsumes those operations

44 that mediate response execution and control. Finally, feedb-ack includes
. those processes that enable the performer to evaluate the just-completed

performance. A simple example should serve to clarify these categories.
A softball player is at bat. The input includes visual information

about the pitcher, the ball, the catcher, the umpire, and other players; and e
tactile and proprioceptive4nf1ormation about the weight and position of
the bat, the aosition of the body, the convergence of the eyes, and the

,./ movement _or the head. In\fiddition, the player wilL, have input about
arousal level, fatigue state, and expectancy of success from past perfor-

N mane. To be successful at hitting the ball, the player must ultimately
exclude all input except he speed, direction, trajectory, and spin of the
ball.

Assuming that the 1 player has, in fact, focused on the ball-flight
chqrateristics, decision making consists of two aspects. First, the player
must analyze and interp et the, ball-flight information and determine when
and where the ball will be in the striking zone (over the plate). Second, the
player must choose an organizera bat-swing response that will match thef
predicted time and pla e of arrival of the ball.

Assuming that the player has interpreted the ball flight and chosen the
correct response, the next step is output. The player must execute the.
response exactly as planned. This depends on the player's ability to control
the systems of the body.

When the batting response has been completed, the player receives
feedback. Information is available about whether the ball was hit, 'howjut& where it wasf,hit, and whether the player executed the swing as
planned. This information enables the player to retain successfulpirtions
of the performance and adjust or modify any aspect of the information-
Processing sequence judged to be ineffective.

Thus, in the information-processing sequence described above, the
batter must answer four questions 'to hit the pitched 'tall successfully:
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14: What is going on? (Input)

2. What does it mean? (Decision making)
4.

e

3. What should I do about it? (Decision making and output).

4. What happened? (Feedback).

It should be noted that memory storage is an integral part of most
information-processing models and that storage and retrieval are key eon -
cepts in the study of motor Skill; however, their consideration here would
needlessly 'complicate the presentation..

A HOLISTIC APPROACH TOMOTOR SKILL ACQUISITION
,.

. One role of the physical education practitioner is to help the learner
achieve success in motor skills. Fulfilling this role requires recognition and
understanding of the nature of the task to be learned and of the factors that

-affect the performance and the perforiner. It requires that the performer
and the performance be viewed holiSticilly; that is, the performance must
be seen as the sum total of all the factors affecting the individual. Pertinent
information -may be found in the literature on biomechanics, exercise
physiology, motor control, motor -*development, motor learning, sport.., . l ...

.-, psychology, and sport sociology. . . .
. .

Such a holistic approach is not possible at this time because of a lack
. of synthesis within the areas. The meta-analysis approach will be used

ft with increasing frequency in the 1980's to synthesize information
generated by studies within an area. An example of meta-analysis has been
summarized-by Rothstein.12 The area of study was feedback, specifically
the use of videotape replay in teaching motor skills. Three critical variables
were found to be associated with the effective use of videotape replay: skill'
level of the performeradvanced 'beginners and intermediates benefited
more than beginners; use of verbal cues benefits were greater when per-
formers were told what to look at in viewing the replay; and number of
uses performers who had multiple opportunities (five or more) to view
videotape replay with inferspeised practice benefited more: ,

Another reason for the lack of attention to the holistic approach is the
lack of an overall model of skill acquisition and performance. Earlier in
this chapter information processing was suggested as'apossible approach.
Theillustration provided here uses the information-processing model and

. suggests ways in which the-results of meta- analysis of the future /Ili& be
used to c.lariiy the teacher's role in motor skill acquisition sometime in the

- 1980's.
....----
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If a jigsaw puzzle on motor skills acquisition were to be created, its
sections might be input, decision making, output, feedback, and memory.
Within each of the sections there might be subsections on biomechanics,
exercise physiology, motor control, motor development, motor learning,
sport psychology, and sport sociology. Each of the sections need not
include all of the subsections but only those that are relevant to the aspect
under consikion. Keeping this in mind, let us take a closer look at the
input sectiortne most prominent subsections within it are motor control, I

motor development, motor learning, and sport psychology. What does the
information in each subsection tell the practitioner about the perf8rmer's
ability to determine what is happening? A single example is provided in
each case.

Motor development. There are age-related changes in a performer's,
ability to pick up and process input information." One age-related change
is the speed of-Aisual-information processing: This may result from the
development of strategies of-visual search or may be the result of ignoring
unimportant visual input. Regardless, the implications for the younger
child are Clear. If things happen too fast, the younger child is likely to miss
important information. The pace of the game, of instruction, of the ball, of
corrections, should be slowed to accommodate the abilities of younger
children.

Motor control. As the control Of-Movement goes from conscious to
automatic, the performer is free to devote a greater percentage of attention
to picking up and processing information. As skill improves, the per -.
former is required to devote less conscious attention to movement. This
frees the performer to devote attention to the various sources ofoinput
information. In addition, during certain phases of movementthe begin-
ning and the endinggreater attention to movement is required. During
the middle phases of lengthy movements, then, the performer's attention is
freed to monitor input. The practitioner might want to keep this in mind
when planning practice. Thus he or she might shift input predictably until
the performer establishes a minimum, level of motor control, or might have
the performer learn to monitor input, as in pre "cting balls and strikes in
softball, without also haying to plan and ekecut a motor response.

Moto learning. The nature of the environment (t e situation in
Which perfo ance takes place) can affect the performer's ability to pick

up and proc formation." Various aspects of the performance environ-
ment can affect t pickup of information: the prominenceOf the impor-
tant input, the ratio between important and unimportant input, and the
absolute number of important input items.,The practitioner might wish to
manipulate the performance environment to facilitate the acquisition of
information (see reference number 12 for suggestions).
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Sport psychology. The arousal level of the performer will affect the
size of the functional visual field and, as a consequence, the performer's
ability to pick up and proces,s information." As the arousal (anxiety) level
of the pert er increases, the visual field shrinks, effectively cutting off

the perform s peripheral vision, In sports in which i wide peripheral
visual field is necessary for success, (e.g., soccer and basketball), the
reduced fie d can' lead to errors because important information may be
outside th ,performer's visual field. The practitioner can assist the per-
former by helping reduce the ttress caused by task difficulty, past failures,
task danger, and unpredictability, and thus reduce arousal and increase
visual-field size.

Thus, in the input phase of the information - processing sequence, fac-
tors from motor development, motor.control, motor learning, acid sport
psychology interact to produce a unique pelormance. If the student sue-
ceeds, the probability is high that all went Well, although a series of mis-
takes that cancel each other out could produce a success. fal performance. If
the student fails, something went-wrong. An important-contribution of the
teacher or other practitioner 'to skill acquisition is to. assist the learner in
identifying the reasons for failure and in correcting the errors. If the prob-

' lem is in the input stage of the sequence, manipulating it by slowing the
action, highlighting, the important input, reducing the number of total
input items, reducing the number of alternatil events, verbally diling the
student to focus on the.input rather thancthe m vement, reducing the diffi-
culty of the tas, and reducing the uncert4inty of the events, will help
assure the student of success while helping him or her acquire good visual

- strategies. The manipulations suggested may. affect 'performance by
Accommddating to (or alleviating) age-related problems, motor control
difficulties of the inexperienced performer, environmentally produced clif-

f ficulties, or the anxiety level of the performer. Techniques of Meta-analysis
will be used in identifying which of the manipulations have the greatest
effect on performance, thus providing clues to the underlying process or
mechanisms of input.

SUMMARY

rThe knoWledge explosion in the motor skill area has produced'
splintering and fragmenting that must be controlled if physical education
practitioners and learners are to ben t. This control can be achieved
through synthesis using meta-analy techniques to identify critical
variables in the areas of sport sociology, .sport psychology, motor learn-.
ing, motor development, motor control, exercise physiology, and bieme-

.
e.
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chillies. These critical variables can then be integrated using some model
of motor skill acquisition and performance. The information-processing

lw model is, suggested as the most promising at present. The illustration
...presented demonstrates how the techniques of meta-analysis and integra-
tion might be combined during the 1980's to enhart.ce motor skill acquisi-

- tion.
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CH:APTER, 7

The S/ * : .The.Trdnsceilden' t
Experience in SpOrt.

Virginia Martens Hayes

Many sport sociologists maintain that sport represents a microcosm
pf its culture beEause it reflects the patterns of the larger society. Increased
public intrigue with transcendental phenomena strongly supports this idea
and has unearthed some fascinating material on the transcendental expcki-

. ence in spoil.
Public interest in the human potential Movement has grown steadily

.since the mid-1950's and early 1960's. Factors including the impact of
World War II, fear of nuclear weapons, technological alienation, fear of
social computerization, the civil rights and women's movements, and the
counterculture of the 1960's have undoubtedly contributed to the develop-
ment of the humanotential-movement. Major social. institutions gush as
education, business, medicine, and sport have all been- affected, ind
meditation, yoga, self-actualization, and transcendence are no longer
°reign ceincepts. Although the offshoots' of the human 'potential move-

ment are quite diverse, germane to each of them is an increased faus on
the individual realizing his or her, potential.

Many academicians, philosophers, and scientists believe than the
-hum'an,queit to transcendsself is inherent in htunatt nature artil that the -
desIre tb alter consciousness periodically js an innate drive eimilaf to the.
fitinger or sexual drive.' History reinforces this 'idea, for reports of
transcendence and altered states of consciousness are present in Virtually
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every -culture.2: The transcendent perience is certainly not a -new
phenomenon. Recently several explanations of it have been offered: (a) the
experience aids in species survival 15ecause spontaneous visionary
moments have enhanCed the viability of the individual in society; (b) the
experience is accidental and without meaning, analogous to a short circuit
in an electrical wiring system; and (c) the experience is one of receiving
those elements subsumed under the word "God." 3

This essay will focus on the transcendental experience in sport, which
includes any extraordinary, perceptual, experience in the sport environ-
ment. First, however, the essay will look at the broader cultural context in
which this sport phenomenon occurs.

Historically, studies of human transcendent experiences have been
.severely hampered by' -Cultural restrictions. Because the experience was
considered highly sacred, church officials believed that "Critical analysis
would desttoy its religious power and render its meaning insignificant.
Consequently it was not actively 'investigated. The transcendent-experi-
ence also has occurred idsecular settings:Unfortunately the scientific com-
munity has ignored the phenomenon, considering it pathological,
ridiculous, and unworthy of scientific scrutiny because of its subjective
nature. Only in the currenticultural climate has thepublic, intrigued by the
human potential movement, requestedinfonnation on the human capacity ,
for transcending ordinary states of consciousness.

Examining the Transcendent phenomenon, however, encounters sev-
eral distinct problems: (a) because a transcendent experience is communi-
cated subjectively, personal interpretation and fluency of communication
seriously affect standardization. Subtle differences in language, terminol-
ogy, metaphor, and meaning also contribute to potential misinterpreta-,
tions of subjecthipzeports. (13) Because cultural logic, language, and taboos
determine an individul's perception of the experience, establishing any
conviction with scientific certainty is difficult. (c) Because a trbnscendent
experience Fray require a deterioration of reasoning and observational
abilities, validity and measurement pose real problems for investigators.
The experience also, cannot be validated empirically. (d) Because the
transcendent experience is complex and varied, the scientific method of
inquiry may not be able to explain it fully.

Consequently, even though the transcendent experience has existed
for thousands of years, very little is actually known about it. In sport, little
research has been directed toward the individual's subjective eXperience
and the possibilities for realizing full potential. Problems of measurement,
lack of a common language, and pragmatic concerns about improving
sport performance have all hampered research efforts. Although the
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number of studies about the human potential movement in rel4tion. to
sport ins slowly increasing, little research exists on altered states of- con-
sciousness in, sport.

Crystallized from the author's disaster's,. thesis, this essay will syn-
thesize and analyze the available literature on the transcendent experience
in sport from theoretical insights and subjective reports: The transcendent
experience in sport will be referred to hereafter as the S/ *. This symbol is a
synthesis of elements common to,various interpretations of the transcens.,
dent experience in sport and was created to illustrate the human's relation-
ship to the experience. As William James succinctly wrote:

One conclusion was forced' upon my mind at that time, and my
impression of its truth has ever since remained unshaken. It is that our
normal waking consciousness, rational consciousness as we call it, is
but one special type of consciousness, whilst all about it, parted from
it by the filmiest of screens, there lie potential forms of consciousness
entirely different. We may gb through life without suspecting their,
existence; but apply the requisite stimulus, and at a touch they are
there in all their completeness, definite typeS of mentalitywhich prob-
ably somewhere have their, field of application and adaptation.'

The solidus (/) is the filmy screen which James refers to, also the wall
suggested by 1-hucley,s the eurtain of C. S. Lewis,6 and the culturally deter-
mined boundaries of an individual's perceptual reality. The "S" represents
the sport,environnient. The star (*) is the stellar moment that can grace p
individual if the screen is penetrated. The fragile yet potent and rare
qualitieiof the experience are also symbolized by the star. In addition, the
Star serves as a fitting reminder of the relativity of human perceptions:
from one perspective a star may seem like a speck of light in a black-velvet
sky from a different view a star can assume immense importance isgiyer

AIP of light, heat, and life. Altholigh the S/* is but a pinprick in theyast
tapestry of human experience, its impact and significance can encompass
dimensions of infinite Magnitude."

' Terms in the literature on sport that have been used to describe the
S./* are: "perfect moment," "peak-experience in sport," "flow experience,"
and "greatest moment in sport." Although the term "perfect "moment"
originated in Sartre's novel Nausea, Carolyn Thomas has written most
extensively on it in relation to sport. In her dissertation, The Perfbct
Albment: A Sport Aesthetic,' she maintained that the perfect moment can
very nearly be equated with M/slow's concept of the peak-experience in

terms o intensity and affective involvement..
M low' created , the term "peak-experience" around 1956. Other

authors e contributed extensively to a broader "understanding of the'
concept.
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Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi 1° created the term "flow experience" in the
early 70's to' characterize a nonordinary experience in whidh awareness

Imerges with action into a state of oneness.
Many authors 11 have used the phrase "greatest moment in sport" to

describe the S/*. It is an umbrella term that encompasses the S/* as well as
other experiences such as moments 'of immense pride after a victory. Its
exact origins are therefore imprecise.

In the literature on sport it-ik significant that these terms describing the
S/* are used synonymously. Csikszentrnihalyi " noted that the flow. expe-
rience, Was analqgous to experiences that have usually been called

1- transcendent or religious,, and he cited the religious experience and
Maslow's peak-experience as closely related to the flow experience.
Thomps 13 also observed the 'similarities between the perfect moment and
Maslow's peak-experience. Other authors 14 have similarly used the
"greatest moment in sport" and the "peak-experience in sportno describe
the S/*,

To determine whether writers on sport were discussing the same
phenomenon but using different vocabulary, this authpr analyzed the
emotional, perceptual, psychological, and spiritual elements of the perfect
moment, peak-experience in sport, flow experience, and greatest moment
in sport. The elements were then compared and synthesized to describe the
SIR. In the emotional category spontaneity, intensity, and an emotional
continuum were suggested.' The literature supported the idea that the indi-
vidtial was powerless to evoke the S/*, or affect its duration. The experi-
ence was also consideredhighly intense, and although emotional reactions
ranged from calm to joy, a continuum would account for individual dif-
ferences.

In the perceptual category increased awareness during the S/* was the
first characteristic. This awareness was not solely rational, but involved
more of a total body knowing. Second, the ego was transcended and the

.6 S/* was perceived as unique, nonordinary, and demanding the indivi l's

undivided, attention in the present moment. Finally, the experience
considered an end in iself and not a means to an end.

Under the psychological category the integration of body, mind,
s pirit, the notion of total species acting, was pervasive throughou the
literature. A second concept was the idea of the individual'i'bei at the
peak of power and fully functioning during the S/*. A third charageristic
was the passive/active interaction that oFcurred during tire S/*; arhough
the individual was powerless to evoke the S/*, it did require total commit-'
ment to the actisity.

Under the spiritual category union with a greater presence was sug:.
gestei.
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Definitions of the four experiences that dealt with altered perception
iri sport were also analyzed and synthesized into an acceptable definition
of 4ie S/.*: the S/* represents a spontaneous, unique, nonutiljtarian expe-
rience in the sport environment occurring with diffefent intensities, in
whicl a skilled and totally committed individual merges with an Other.
"Spontaneous" refers to the unexpected nature of the experience. "Unique"
and "nonutilitarian" suggest that the experience is extraordinary and is
considered an end in itself. The experience occurs within a sport environ-
ment and has different degrees of intensity. "Skilled" suggests that the indi-
vidual has attained sufficient expertise to forget himself or herself in the
experience. 'Totally committed" refers to the maximum commitment from
the individual, and "merges with an Other" suggests that the individual
may be psychologically integrated, unified withige environment, or merg-
ing with a greater power.during the experience. )

The author also analyzed environmental conditions prior and during
the 5/*. From the available literature the occurrence of the S/* does not
appear to be limited to certain sport environments. \Reports of the. S/*
occurred most frequently in publications on jogging, running, mountain
climbing, parachuting, skiing, and surfing. Although factors inherent in
these sports may be responsible for the greater number of S/ * reports, it is
also quite possible that little information has been published on other less
well known sports that have equal or greater potential for evoking the S/*.
Factors such as public interest in a particular sport; public receptivity to
transcendent experienceS; motivation and willingness of sport participants
to glare experiences of altered consciousness; and verbal and literary pro-
ciency of sport participants to communicate the experience may deter-

mine how much available literature exists on a particular sport.
Marty authors have noted that the sport environment is particularly

conducive to the occurrence of altered states' of consciousness. Detached
from the ordinary world, the sport environment provides;the individual
with complete freedom. Thomas 15 noted that spdrt is a nonordinary,
nonutilitarian reality operating according to its own set of predetermined
rules. As such it has a definite beginning and end and,provides oppor-
tunities for intense involvement and individual insight. This freedom to act
without utilitarian motivts enables individuals to commit ithemselves
totally to the experience., This total commitment is a necessar precondi-..
tion fo the S/*. ..,

Other characteristics of sport may also make it an environment con-
ducive to the occurrence of the S/*. DiS'cipline is necessary for excellence
in sport-ierhaps this frees the mind tb experience the S/*,. Csikszent-
mihalyi '6 also noted that sport provides opportunities for absorption, nar-
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rowing of focus of awareness, loss of self-consciousness, responsiveness to
clear goals, unambiguous feedback, and a sense of control over the envi-
ronment. These may enablt S/* to occur more readily than in other
arenas such as literature olintIsie.

The author also Investigated the relationship between a sport environ-
ment and the occurrence of the S/*,. Reports of thO'S/* were not limited to
a certain sport environment. Factors such as rhythm.and repetition, swift
movement, eustress, increased elevaiton, exhaustion, pain, and fear
occurred frequently in the literature and may provide clues about sport
environments that are conducive to the S/*. .s

Jogging and rhythmical. sport activities were frequent backgrounds in
which the S/* occurred. Several authors" have suggested that the
rhythmicity and repetition act as a mechanism that tires and frustrates the
rational mindmuch like a mantra, koart, or focus on breathing'. Once
the controlling mechanism is out of the way, altered states of conscious-
ness may more readily occur. Kostrubala la has also linked the repetition in
running to neurophysiological research. He has hypothesized that the run-
ning rhythm wears out the dominant, logical, sequentially ordered left side
of the brain, and this allows the right side of the brain, which is essentially
intuitive, aesthetic, creative, nonlogical, and nonsequential, to break into
consciousness. 4

a

Sports in which swift movement occurs have also been suggested as
condutive to the S/*. Laski 19 found that swift movement was a common
trigger for ecstasy, and skiing, flying, driving in a fast car, skating, or sky
diving were frequently mentioned in comiection with the 5/*.

The concepf of eustress was connected often with the S/*. Furlong 20
suggested that high-risk sports may trigger ,a unique level of elation in
humans and that the most difficult and dangerous sports aroused the
highest feelings. Sports .such as skiing, surfing, sky dieing, horseback
riding, and hang'gliding all contain elements of risk and speed; it was not
clear *hether the pleasurable stress of the risk activity, ifs speed and swift
Movement, or a combination of elements evoked the S/*. FurlOng believed
that a chemical might account for the unusual elation after certain risk
sports;, current research on endorphins may intimately tie in ;with this
theory._ In addition, Furlong believed that individuals must take risks
within their own competence to achieve the, S/*. His research indicated
that novices rarely ifever achieved the euphoria of risk-exercise because
they were petrified.

Mountain climbing was also frequently mentioned as a sport in which
the °S/* occurred. Perhaps alterations in elevation and levels of oxygen
represent other contributing factors to the Si*.
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In the sport literature, rhythm' and repetition, swift movement,
eustress, and increased elevation appear to be sigi;ificant factors in deter-
mining whether or not a 51* occurred. However, numerous accounts of
the S/* also exist in sports such as basketball, tennis, sailing, and gym-
nastics. Exhaustion, fear, and pain may also contribute to the occurrence
f the S/*. Although other unknown factors undoubtedly exist, perhaps

extreme concentration and subsequent exhaustion and relaxation
occurring in many sports trigger the S/*.

The sport environment, therefore, appears to be highly significant for
the occurrence of the S/*. Although all sports have the poterlial for at
least one of the factors cited above, perhaps worts characterized by
several factors are more conducive to the occurrence of the S/ * than sports
characterized by only one factor. 1 ' .

In the literature on sport the S/ * occurs in both competitive and non-
competitive environments. Lack of information on the S/* makes it dif-
ficult to assess whether the S/ * is a common occurrence in a sport popula-
tion. Ravizza " found that nearly all of the athletes whom he spoke with
Could recall a unique S/* that hacj occurred in their lives. Among other
factors, fear of ridicule; public uneasiness with reports of altered states of
consciousness, lack of a descriptive language, and varying abilities and ,

desires to verbalize the S/ * have severely affected the amount .ofayailahle .
literature on the S/*. It may be a more common experience tharrthe-c-...,-...e,,
limited evidence suggests. \,,,

In an individual's lifetime the S/ * is 'a relatively rare phenomenon.
Subjective reports of the S/ * ranged in frequency from zero to (most com-
monly) one or two to dozens. Perhaps the dozens ess intense than the
more cataclysmic one or two most commonly repor e . Evidence on dura-
tion also ranged from 'a momentary experience to days of "being in the
groove" to a whole season. Most commonly the S/* lasted only for
moments or for part of a game.

, .,
The literature also suggests that the S/* may occur to an individual

alone or with others. It has seemed to occur most often when the individ-
ual. ha n alone, but evidence indicates that it can be shared to a certain
exte y severatdividuals or fostered in other meihbers of a team.

ery little information is available on whether the S/* can be
induced. Spino 22 has suggested that there is no absolute way of predicting
when altered states of*sciousness may appear. Some happen aftef sus-
tained diligence and others occur quite by chance. Kostrubala,23 Fixx? .t.

Spino,1,6 and Reich 26 have offered sclasnies to induce the S/*. Spino and
Hickman's theories 27 are interesting from a biochemical framework.
Recent scientific discoveries have shown that the most inhibiting factoi in
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muscular activity is the production of lactic acid in the blood. When the
supply of oxygen is inadequate, lactic acid escapes from ithg muscles into
the bloodstream. Because ten minutes of meditation caii.ceduce the lactic

acid level in the blood to the same degree as eight hour; of sleep, perhaps
breakthroughs in sport wilt occur wEendhe individual, learns how to
reduce the Ilactic acid in the,,,blood.2. Meditation, hypnosis, autogenic
training, and biofeedback may help an individual develop a passive type
of concentration that is necessary to become completely immersed in an
activity. In the future they may provide keys to unlock the secrets of the
mind-state most conductive to the S/*.

After considering the external environmental conditions of th S/*,
the author investigated individuals' perceptions before and during the S/ *.

Categorizing physical, mental, emotional, social, and spiritual aspects was
useful in isolating pertinent relationships to the S/*. These categories form
arbitrary divisions and blend together like colors in a spectrum. Although .
certain facets of internal perception fall under a particular category, they
should be placed in the context of the whole person functioning.

In many cases, before and during the S/* the individual was moving.
An increase in sensitivity and bodily perception was also noted, as well as
effortlessness and _complete control during the S/*. The individual felt
powerful and strong and experienced'increased coordination during the
perfection of the intense 1S/*. "lightness," "grace," "fluidity," and

floating feeling were frequently used to describe the S/*.
In the category of mental perception many athletes noted heightened

awareness during the S/*,.. This heightened level of perception was so acute
thy individuals focused exclusively on the immediate moment and became
totally ahsorbed in the. actMty. Many athletes also noted the extreme
clarity that accompanied- this intense awareness. Others reported they felt
extreme confidence, power, and control yet lack of control; a wiser intu-

itive knowing that Iranscended intellectualization or rational thought_ :,
guided their actions. Loss of self-consciousness, loss of ego, self-transcend -:

ence, and self-forgetfulness were also frequently repOrted dunllg,the S/*.
The loss of self-consciousness was accompanied by a union with the envi-
ronment in which the individual Was no longen in control of, but was con-
trolled by, thactivity.This situation is paradoxical because through lobs
of control, the individual actually 'gained more Control. Alsd, athletes
noted time and spia disorientatioia and loss of fear duping the, S/*.

Throt2gh thejiterature on, sport, authors have suggested conditions
that facilitate the/ *. Many of these ideas are interrelated and diver .
around the concepts of letting go, master)? of technique, positive attitude

and self-iinage, concentration, awareness in the present, total, commit=
ment, and intention.

- .
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Emotion-al reaehons to the S/* ranged from joy, awe, wonder, satis-
faction, ,exhilaration, excitement, and elation, to humbleness -and calm.
Expressions of wonder, exhilaration, awe, and joy were more evident inn
the literature than were expressions of calm, hu,mbleness and Placidity.
The S/* undoubtedly vases in intensity among individuals. This may
explain, the continuum of emotional responses encountered. As noted
earlier, evidence also suggests that the 6/* occur when the individual is
either alone or in a group, although it occurs more often in solitude.'

Under spirituarperception, many athlete940ted their awareness of
the presence of life forces greater than, themselves; the idea of union and of
merging with something' greater was cited frequently in the literature.
Reports of total harmony, union, perfection, oneness, wholeness, integra-
tion, and fusion occurred often. This integration' could occur on several'
levels (e.g., union of Mind, body, and spirit; union of hurn with envi-
ronment; and.union of human with a greater presence), but the S/* was
often described as sicreir. Aahough they did not usually use religibus
terms, athletes implied that the S/. as the greatest moment in their
lifea perfect, correct, and complete experience.. Another recurrent
spiritual concept as the idea of pAssiyity and surrender to something
greatir, enabling individuals totranscend their usual performance in sport.
Despite largely nonreligiokitterpretations of ,the Si*, from the common
qualities ()Union, letting go, and pasgivity/activity and from descriptions
of its' impact and meaning, the S/*,appears to contain deeper spiritual
elements tt,Iat are not influenced by dogma or doctrine.

Arial sis of the literature on s rt suggests that the SP is a
phenomenon in the total inciiiiduals the best he or she can be in
this world. The Si.* represents perfect integrated action of the individual
who accepts his or ar limitations and_ celebrates the freedom and joy this
provides. Because e study of the S/ * is inits infancy, increased social
interest will ener to much-needed information about this phenomenon..

Interdisc- researchis crucial because of the complexity of the.,
Ideas.fro r onal education, including visual imagery', fan-

tasy, and concentration cises may build bridges to thp enticing realm
.of the S/*. Research on left- and right-hemisphere brain activity, oxygen
depletion, lactic acid control, adrenalin increase, e,ustress, meditation, and
endorphins may also contribute significantly to understanding the phe-
nomenon. Complicated interrelationships undoubtedly exist among
genetic predispositions, personality characteristics, attention span, stress,
tolerance, skill, and the omnipresent mystery factor(s); equations maybe
developed in the future to kelp us interpret the importance of these factors.

The path toward understanding is steep, wining, and fraught with
enticing detours. It is therefore essential that psichological, sociological,

la
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political, and historicaictors. be integrated with biochemical explapa-
tions.to provide a meaningful context in which to interpret the S/*.
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CHAPTER 8

Sanity in Sport
Celeskillrich

LeRoy Talker

Amateur athletics in the United States has a unique pattern of
organization. It is unlike that of any other country in the world. It uses
physical education curriculums as its training program and has avoided
rigid centralization of authority. Consequently, amateur athletics in the
United States has a yariety of patterns, all of which have both assets and
liabilities.

For the majority of children the first major introduction to the
organized athletic world comes through participation on a school team or
in a school event that uses the skills taught in physical education classes.
Most of the activities taught 'in physical education classes use sport,
aquatics, gymnastics, anti dance as their modus opeiandi, and the acquisi-
tion of performance skills is the core concern of the 'majority of physical
education classes. Beginning °skills for sport are usually introduced
sometime about the fourth grade and are refined and expanded 4upon
throughout the remaining school years.

As the skills are acquired, the individual learns to uselhem in perfor-
mance situations that are set up for public demonstration. Thus the,
physical education student may slowly become the athlete, the gymnast,
the swimmer, the dancer.

Like the role of the participant, the role of the teacher of physical
education also may begin to mutate. As the teacher guides highly skilled
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students into public performance opportunities, the teacher becomes thi
coach. Although there are certain aspects of teaching and coaching that are
congruent and even synonymous, the two roles are distinct from each'
other and at times not mutually supportive.

The teacher'i obligation is to make sure that each student has an equal,
opportunity to learn and that all students are treated equitably. Often the
teacher tends to help the poorer student to achieve, sometimes with the
result that the better student progresses on a self-initiated and -monitored
program. The teacher is especially concerned about self-actualization for

,- all students, including the atypical 'ones, and emphasizes adaptive tech-
niques that aid self-discovery. The good teacher uses many evaluation
techniques that are attentive to cognitive, affective, and mOtoriC behaviors
and that assist, the student in knowing when to take the next step. The
teacher's relationship with the student'is often a warm and caring, one, but

_ %it is seldom an intimate one. Instead, the teacher depends heavily upon
interaction techniques that insist that the student arrive at the threshold of

-..se,lf-discovery and self-actualization. Self-discovery is very sensitive to
individual differences and places only minimal importance on the ability,
of the student to act in concert with other members of the class, except in a
few specially structured situations.

In contrast, the coach has the obligation to identify those participants
who are capable of outstanding contributions and to hone their abilities to
a fine and sharp edge. Although they is no deliberate effort to isolate the
most highly skilled frorn'the skilled, the very process of selection f9r pgblic
performance ensures a pattern that facilitates the emergence of the apt and
decrees that average performers be served in other ways. Athletics is
organized to be exclusive.The coach does not hesitate to choose the best
and to allow the best to excel. Indeed, the coach's job is to develop individ-
ual excell e.

Beca set e opportunity for peak performance is usually concentrated
in a game, a eet, or a recital, the time element for preparation does not
easily cater to self-discovery and self-actualization methodology. The ,
coach is considered an .exemplary model of knowing. Techni ues are
mastered in the manner prescribed by the coach. Strategy an perfor-
mance patterns are devised by the coach and executed accordi to the
coach's, plan. Not only is the game plan; the performance patte , or the
choreography interpreted by the coach; it is often devised b the coach.
The coach is especially concerned with weaving together an integrated and
coordinated performance that, While all irtg individuals to star, is atten-
tive to strong support patterns from the onstars. As long as the eventual
success of the public performance is doubt; the coach has no qualms
about using a few selected individuals who will contEibute to total success.
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For the most part, the most significant evaluation of the coach's.endeavor
is the public judgment accorded the performance, the win, the beautiful
concert, are both criteria for coaching evaluation. The participants
measure their success by the public's comments and individual or coach
appraisal. If there is some spin-off in terms of self-discovery, self-
actualization, and individual satisfaction, the coach is pleased and richer in
feelings of self-worth, but su spin-off is not essential to the coach's task.fl

The coach's relationshi with the individual performer and the tearri
or troupe is an intimate one. It is not Unusual for the coach to play the role
of the surrogate parent, the big brother or sister, the personal .confidante,
the guidance counselor. The performance of the potential star is seen by
the coach as a truly integrated experience. The coach feels very responsible
to attend to the whole person because any one facet of a performer's life-
style may' have a serious effect upori, his or her performance. Coaches are
,usually sentitive people and play a multitude of interacting roles. Each role
is calculated to help the athlete or performer reach the zenith of individual
skill.

. .

Just as teachers differ from coaches, so students differ from athletes.
The student is concerned with the acquisition of knowledge and usually

- expects to have an important role in his or hei education. For the student
the class is a time to seek sympathetic and sensitive evaluation with the
hope that -the teacher will be alert to and thoughtful about past knowledge

.\\ and experiences. Ordinarily students expect teachers to be understanding
rather than demanding, and hope that their efforts as students (no matter
what the quality) will be ameliorated by the teacher's insights, concerns,
and obligations to education.

The athlete, on the other hand, usually hopes to be trained. The
expectation is that the coach I be concerned with improving specific
performance patterns rather th n educating. The performer desires that
the short time.the coach has wit im or her be spent in refinipg skill and
movement forms through expert analysis rather, than through more labori-
ous and esoteric self-discovery techniques. Most athletes hope that their
coach will be demanding (albeit sensitively so) and usually have a great
respect for the taskmaster. Athletes want their coach to see them as whole
performers and hope for comradeship with the coach and the team, a com-

_ radeship that is satisfying and personal. .The athlete may expect a certain
amount of'personal privilege in ferms of preparation for performance, but
usually is more concerned with the total endeavor than with'self. Many
athletes are astute performance evaluators and are even willing not to par-
ticipate if they are convinced that their performance would be deleterious
to the total effort. To "ride the boards" is, no disgrace, nor does it suggest
that on4s performance potential does not have value. ' .
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As the student is different from the athlete and the teacher is different
from the coach, so the class is different from the game/performance. The
class is structured to reveal new understandings and new patterns of syn-
thesis. The class is structured to permit an interacting format- that can
accommodate tangential knowledge as well as that which was the antici-
pated focusitThe class's atmosphere is planned to ensure comfort and ease
and to reduce tensions. There is usually a friendly pattern 'of action that is
supportive of each member and that reduces conflict as quickly as possi-

sr
ble. The end result of the class is measured in the ability of the teacher and
the student to be commonly attentive to a subject, with the teacher respon-
sible for structuring the class format and the student responsible for alter-
ing the format to answer individual needs, natures, and desires.

The gameand performance are planned to demonstrate the logic ail, .

insights of the athletes and their coach. The public performance is ,pin-
pointed on success that has a measurable component: The performance
usually generates tension, and although various patterns are used to
reduce some of the tension, the generally accepted understanding is that
athletes/performers should be "keen," "on edge," and "hungry." The arena
of the contest is usually one of controlled competition. Sometimes the
competition is with self, sometimes with the performance of others, and at
still other times with standards of excelrence That have already been
demonstrated by past performers or that are thought possible by virtue,of
ertwirical observations. The end result. of the game/performance is
measured in how close the coach and the athlete are able to come to a com-.
nionly acceptable goal of excellence. Both the athlete, and the coach have
to "feel good" about the result in an honest bilateral appraisal of the per-

b cause

per-
formance. The carefully orchestrated performance contains the see s of
exaltation and remonstration, both of which may be felt intensely
of the public's expectations. Attention is always paid in the game/perfor-
mance to the quality of the demonstration, and there is special sensitivity
to third -party evaluation. -..,

Because the public performance with the coached participant is
markedly different from the contained class with the self-actualized,
educated student, it is difficult for people who play dual roles as student
and athlete or teacher and coach to discern exactly which role is being

e played and when one is more cogent than the other. Although there are
numerous overlaps in the role-playing opportunities, as indeed there are
verlaps in the class /public performance situation, the subtle differences

sponsored by each of the situations foster ambivalence and at times confu-
sion.
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It is into this confused pattern that physical education and athletics
are often cast. For many years there was a concerted attempt to blend the
symbiotic roles and situations and to insist that they were indeed essen-
tially the same. Combining athletics and physical education administra-
tively was a deSirable pattern. Facilities and equipment could be shared,
personnel could assume both teacher and coach roles, financial resources
could be shared, and some desirable restraint could be exacted from athlet-
ics even as education basked in honest attention to the gifted. It looked as
if the joint arrangement could (and certainly should) be reasonable and
desirable. There were many who believed that an athletic program should
be the outcome of a good physical education program.

Such a joint plan for administering physical education and athletics
was initiated on a wide scale in the early part of the twentieth century and
continues in many places today. The combination is usually found in the
junior high, intermediate, and secondary schods of the country and is also
found, to some extent, in small colleges and universities and junior and
community colleges. Until a decade'ago the joint administrative format
was found in all physical education and athletic opportunities offered to
females, no matter what the educational level.

Slowly the administrative combination of physical education and
athletics is being changed. The change is occurring because of the emphasis
upon the development of the world-class athlete and apon the employ-
ment of the .recruiter-coach. The change is further intensified because'
many institutions of education have recognized the public relations
possibilities of athletics. Thus, in the 80's the organization and administra-
tion of physical education and athletics is evolving to reflect the perceived

differences between the coach/athlete/game. and the teacher/student/
.class,

The adminirative change has brought both assets and liabilities to

programs of physical education. What was thoughtmight be a commonly
acceptable pattern of cooperation has often deteriorated into co flictual
styles and power plays. The common need for facilities and eq pmeht is
being resolved by- identifying special- facilities and purcha ing special
equipment for athletics.' The varsity field, the Olympic pool, the theatre
stage, are being reserved for the gifted performers who are products of the
coaching process. "Game balls" and special bats, clubs, sticks, and rackets

are being designated for the athlete/performer who needs finely tunes
instruments. There is the general understanding that physical education
classes do not use athletic equipment and facilities because such use would
render them unfit for the more highly skilled Performers. The public per-
formance is often dependent upon the sensitivity of both the facility and
the equipment. In addition, it seems essential to ensure that time be allot-
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ted to the development of superior performance. As the recreational-and
extracurricular opportunities for those who want additional experience
threaten to usurp the training time of the coach who is attempting to
develop the best public performance possible, there occurs a struggle
between physical educators and coaches as to who will be given the avail-
able facility, at what time, and for how long.

Because the development of the athlete insists upon display and
hecause it has become increasingly important for the school to produce
successful athletic performances, emphasis is now being put upon the
public relations potential of the game/performance. Success depends not
only on the coaches' ability but also on the availability of the prospective
athlete, so it seems important to many coaches to recruit potential athlefes
fbr their institution. Such recruiting is conducted to ensure a successful
performance in the eyes of the general public. Thus the coach has become
responsible for recruiting in addition to the already prescribed job of train-
ing. RecTiting has insisted that lures be established to attract athletes to
specific situations. The legal lures have been the opportunity to be
associated with a winning team, to be coached by A special individual; to
be scouted for professional play, and to get some fancial kelp with one's
education. The Illegal luresmaterial products,. money, special
piivileges are increasingly difficult to control because they are often
offered by people outside the educational establishment, including mer-
chants, alumni and alumnae, and fans. . .'

Because athletics is expensive, a greit deal of money is needed to-
spc:tsor it. Departments of physical education hesitate to use a dispropor-
tionate share of their budget on an experience that benefits only a few elite
participants, and the general public continues to be leery of the use`of tax
money for what is judged to be quasi-educational. Many states' have
passed,laws ensuring that .tax money cannot be used to fund athletics. It
has become apparent that money must be collected to support athleticg
from sources that are not earmarked for education.

As a result of the absence of funds, those who are concerned with the
continuing development of athletics have sought money from nontradi-
tional sources. Admission is charged to attend a performance; gifts and
solicited from the community to help pay for uniforms and equipment;
covert patterns of support rre instigated in the form of maintenance,
administration, and salaries; and theeiming power of the athlete ie organ-
ized to facilitate payments by the media and revenue sharing in champion-
ships. Athletics is big business. In many instances it can no longer be con-
tained in the department, of physical education. Both physical education
and athletics are squirming to find different administrative and organiza-
tional patterns. ', '

)
. .
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For a number of years the separation of the two ventures-seemed like
the logistically logical solution. Such separation, however, posed some
philosophic problems. Could athletics maintain an educational aura if it
'moved outside the traditional educational pattern of the disciplines? Could
the rather expensive physical education program be funded without some
revenue production? Would there continue to be administrative problems
with facilities, equipment, personnel, and scheduling?

With some apprehension it 'has been agreed in many instances that a
departnient of athletics should be given a chance. Starting in the colleges
and universities, athletics has begun to sever itself from physical educa-
tion. In the beginning some of the athletic directors were former physical
educators, and many of the coaches had their roots in the teaching Of skill
in physical education classes. However, these patterns are changing; in
increasing instances former athletes are being hired for both administrative
and coaching positions. The theory is that performers should be successful
at administericig an enterprise in whose design they had excelled. In some
cases the athletics-physical education split has been amicable. In a signifi-
cant number of other cases the split has intensified problems and caused an
easily discernible rift.

The athletics-physical education split became more pronounced with
the advent of Title IX of the Education Amendments of 1972, which for-
bade sexual discrimination in institutions that accepted federal monies.
Because almost all eduCational institutions are beholden to the federal
govemment for some Ispect of their operation, there was hardly an insti-
tution that did not have to scrutinize its time-honored, traditionally seic-
oriented practices, practices.that favored male athletics' Forerdbst among
such practices were perquisites affOrded to male athletes but denied to
female athletes. Athletic opportunities-for female; beinomandated by the
law, the administration of women's athletics 'could no longer be contained
in physical education departments. It was

the

logical that the women's
athletic program come under the aegis of the existing men's athletic pro-
gram. Consequently the w men's athletic prograni was domiciled in the
department of athletics, and a multitude of instances the final athletics-
physical education split was e fected.

Just as the physical separation of the two programs had posed prob-
lems for the men in an earlier era, so the 1970's saw many problems
resulting from the change in administrative operation for women's
athletics. The coach-teacher became the primary target for the administra-
tive difficulties promoted by the split. Individuals who had envisioned
themselves capable of playing both roles began to realize that the demands
placed upon them as recruiter-coaches instead of teacher - coaches were are
impossible burden. Many women opted to join their male counterparts as

I
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full-time coaches. Still others gave up their coaching responsibilities to
devote complete attention to teaching physical education.

The enlarged-departments of athletics now have incrovsed their
burdens as well as expanded their hOrizons of opportunity. acause the
women's athletic program in the past was not promoted to capture public
interest, the financial burden of sponsoring women's athletics has fallen
upon the financially vulnerable men's athletic establishment. The burden
has not always been accepted .wit enthusiasm. As a matter of fact; the
mandate to give females equal opportunity in athletics often has been
ignored. As a result, litigation has followed and in many cases the existing
male-dominated department of athletics has been ordered to comply with
the law. More optimistiCally, the 8b's suggest that sensitivities to sexual
discrimination have been heightened and institutions are mandating
change.'

Meanwhile many physical education departments are enjoying a new
freedom. With the removal of the public performance demands tharmade
it responsible for skill acquisition in sports, dance, aquatics, and gym-
nastics, the curriculum in physical education can explore dimensions of
human vitality neglected in the past. A focus on the art and science of
human movement has permitted more diversified approaches to under-
standing of human activity. Budgets are being used to sponsor a multitude
of human movement opportunities that do not culminate in a public per -
forxnance and that explore intellectual/motoric parameters of humanabil-
ity.

The public has been slow to adjust to the separation of physical
education and athletics and still considers the two so intertwined that one
can hardly be distinguished from the other. "Ms, as the fortunes of
athletics wax, so do the perceived meanings of physical education that are
coordinated with the fitness and skill-acquisition emphasis of athletics. As
the fortunes of athletics wane, so do the opportunities afforded by physical
education classes and the credibility of the practitioners who are physical
educators!

What started out as a shared adventure involving the gamut of experi-
ence from the novice to the accomplished performer has now separated
into two different enterprises with different aims, different participants,
different programs, and different practitioners. As the climate of excess
comes to bear upon athletics, there are discernible cracks in the structure.

-Because the system insists that athletics be fiiiancially self-sufficient, some
desperate coaches and athletic directors are willing to employ practices
that are destructive to education. .Illegal recruiting, bogus academic
credits, slush funds, diminishing academic expectations, and the "washing"
of public Monies for the athletic program are but a few of the practices that
are hurting athletics significantly.
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As the athletic establishment reevaluates its program in the 80's,
physical education departments will have to be careful that athleties'does
not become an albatross for the disciplinary integrity of physical educa-
tion. It need not, if all who are concerned are careful and cooperative
rather than careless and combative..Many unexplored schemes await
study. As an example there is the possibility of professional sports' invest-
ing in sport/aquatic/gymnastic/dance opportunities for the many instead
of the few. Such an investment would be undertaken with the expected
understanding that the elite would emerge in such a universal program.

Junior high, intermediate, and high schools can stop emulating the
college and university pattern of separating athletics and physical educa-
tion and proceed with carefully identified roles for individuals that suggest
cooperative understanding instead of selfish aggrandizement. Some public
money needs to be allocated to athletics so that coaches-and administrators
are not forced to earn the right to explore ability potential. There needs to
be a reduction of media involvement in edticational athletics so that the
temptation of huge monetary gain is-removed. In those cases in which
media exposure is deemed desirable, the money earner; should be used to

t benefit the entire amateur athletic world instead of lining the coffers of a
selected few with media gold. Sharing of the financial gains derived from
television contracts could help the entire amateur athletic world.

The unique pattern of amateur athletics in the United States can be
used to national advantage if prestigious educators will lend their efforts to
sponsoring sanity in sport. Opportunities for those interested in perfor-
mance nded to be expanded instead of restricted. With thoughtful guidance
what has been an athletics albatross can take wing and soar to heights.
Sound athletic programs for both males and females, in contertftwith4 ,
physical education that focuses on the art and science of human novement
as the essence of both being and becoming, might truly herald an enriched ,

. understanding of the kinesthetic potential of humankind. To such a goal,
I sanity in sport should subscribe. Sanityoin sport must be the watchword of

the 80's.I ..
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CHAPTER ,9

Human Adaptation: Coping Techniqiies
Linda L. Bain

The individual's ability to adapt to or cope with the environment is a
concern in any society. One of the responsibilities of educational institu-
tions is to contribute to the development of adaptation and coping tech-
niques. All areas in the school curriculum share this responsibility, each
bringing a unique perspective to it. Physical education's potential contri-
butions are drived from its focus upon movement activities that are
expressive and competitive forms of play, and from its commitment to
fitness and health.' This curriculum area may have particular relevance to
certain demands of the environment in the 1980's.

A comprehensive description of contempOrary American society can-
not be attempted here, but some features are relevant to this discussion.
Revolutionized communications technology ha' s_altered the political pro-
cess, the mass culture, and the business world. Technology has not yet
produced the predicted increase in leisure time for everyone; instead, it has
produced total leisure for a growing population of older adults,and unwill-
ing.. leisure for the unemployed unskilled worker. Racial and ethnic
minorities, women, the aging, and the handicapped are struggling-to be
assimilated into the political and economic mainstream, but also to retain
their identity and pride. Political and economic strain and limited natural
resoNces appear tai have ended the era of conspicuous consuinption. The
prevailing mood of the country seems to be pessimism and resignation.
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This pessimistic mood is reflected in the ways in which individtials
respond to social problems' Responses to one's environment can be
described as adaptation or coping. Webster defines adaptation as the
adjustment of an organism to its environment, whereas coping is contends
ing with something successfully or being a match for it. Survival requires
both behaviors, but amid feelings of resignation and helplessness, coping
techniques that empbasize a more active role for the individual in respond-
ing to the world may warrant particular attention.

In a physical education program the individual student is an active
participant. The observablt'nature of the tasks makes the learning process
more visible and highlights the importance of individual effort and prac-
tice in accomplishing a goal. Fitness programs provide students with the
opportunity to contribute to their own health and well-being; the
popularity of jogging may in part reflect an attempt to regain control over
some part of one's life.

Recent research on causal attribution and locus of control exam-
ined the extent to which individuals perceive events to be a consequence of
their own actions or due to factors beyond their control.' An internal locus
of control has been related to a relatively high sense of self-esteem and
motivation to learn.' People who feel that their actions make a difference
are more likely tb have high expectations and performance. The conditions
under which shifts from external to internal locus of control can'be pro-
duced are unclear; however, Anshel 4 has suggested 'that consistent'
involvement in a personally meaningful task in which feedback is received
from an individual whose opinions are respected, could produce such
changes. For many children physical education provides such a situation,

What are the implications of this for a physical education program
that seeks to entourage children to believe that they can affect events and
consequences? Physical education activities should provide success experi-
ences and satisfaction for children with a wide range of abilities. Setting
personal gip's, discovering individual solutions to problems, adjusting
competition to ability level, and participating in group efforts are exainjiles

of ways to limit the frustration and embaiassment of individual children.
In addition, the feedback provided by the teacher should attribute suc-
cesses to ability and effort, not to luck' r the simplicity of the task ("You
did a good job" instead of "Now wasn't that easy?'). Feelings of com-
petence and mastery are the most fundamental of coping techniques.

Another aspect of coping is the ability to maintain appropriate levels
of stress in one's life. Stress has been defined as the nonspecific response of
the body to demands made upon it.' Too much stress can interfere with
functioning, but the'total lack of stress indicates inadequate stimulation.
Human beings attempt to maintain optimal levels- of stress, and phmical
education can contribute to this process. Ow
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Exercise appears to decrease one's physiological response to stressors
and minimize the occurrence of very high levels of stress, called distress.°
Involvement in a physical activity also may distract a person from think-
ing about certain stressors and thereby reduce or delay the onset of a
dysfinctional stress response. The teaching of specific relaxation' and
biofeedback techniques may also enable the person to control stress
responses consciously.' In situations in which the individual is understim-
ulated, physical activity can be stimulating or stress inducing. This has
been particularly useful in the treatment of depression.° The fitness com-
ponent, of a physical education program should include a segment on the
makagement of stress.

A third.potential contribution of physidl education to the develop-
.... meht of adaptation and coping techniques is the legitimation of activities

° that have personal meaning rather than productive worth. In a society in
which many individuals spend 1.0 to 20 years of their adult life retired from
work, it is essential that work not be viewed as the only source of personal
significance and satisfaction. Physical education, art, and music contribute
to leisure edKation not,,merely by teaching specific leisure skills, bdt also
by communicating the importance and value of activities that are done for
their own sake, for the meaning and enjoyment inherent In the activity
rather than for some material gain. Such an affirmation' of leisure' may
bedome even more critical as leisure time increases nd as limits upon
materialism are reached. (-4°

A physical education program that affirms the validity o1 leisure
emphasizes the importance ,of activities,,ftat students find personally
meaningful. Subsequent 3,0 a broad 06 varied elementary, school pro-
gram, the curriculum should consiptfof a sAitctlye program providing hi-
depth instruction in activities of/Particular interest to students. The pro-
gram should provide both instruction and recreation. Instructionwithout
recreation implies that only work-like activities are of sufficient impor-
tance to be included i9(chools. Recreation without instruction implies that
physical educatio9/activities,are not sufficiently serious or important to
justify the effort tv4a do them well. Students should have the opportunity to
learn specific lifetime activities, but, more important, they should learn to
value participation in leiSurz. activities. Administrator and teacher support

4 for athletics but not for physical education communicates that sport Is
value 4s entertainment but that the role of the masses is one of spectator
not articipant.

Another area that physical education may be able to influence is
acceptance of a pluralistic social community. Because of Title IX forbid-
ding sex discrimination in schools and Public Law 94-142 regarding educa-
tion of the handicapped, the composition of physical education classes
now, reflects the diversity of tl-te total school population. Erasing the
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vestiges of discrimination and stetotyping is,one of the major Challenges"
facing physical education, particularly because sport is So highly related to
sex-role stereotypes:

Several factors affecting social interaction seem specific to physical
education. The instructional setting is less formal than most and permits
frequent student interaction. Traditionally a high proportion of the activi-
ties has involved competition among students. Many of the activities are
team efforts, involving interdependence of team members. This unique set-,
ting requires particular attention Co social aspects of the program.

Several appioaches are being used to deal with the increasingly
heterogeneous phylical education classes in ways that emphasize accept-
ance of all students. Individualized instruction avoids;group comparisons
and affirms individual worth. Peer teaChibg establishes supportive rela-
tionships among students. Discoveryjeaming communicates acceptance of
widely varying solutions to problems. Cooperative "new games" de-,em-
phasize competition between individuals and groups. Designing a physical
educatiOn program in all students are included and accepted will not
be easy, but if accomplished, it could proVide a model of a pluralistic com-
munity. The alternative semis to be a reinforcement of present social ine-
qualities. .4*

Several cautions are in order in discussing physical education's con-
tributions to human adaptation and coping techniques. First, these
positive outcomes will occur only in certain types of physical education
programs. Adaptation and coping teOmiques tend to be tacit 'earnings
highly ,dependent upon the manner idivhich the program is conducted.
Although the purpose cif thiphysical education program remains teaching
_movement activities for the values inherent in those" activities,, all cur-
riculum areas have an obligation to organize and deliver the instructional
program in a manner consistent with the overall purposes of education:

Second, one cannot assume that physical education is the only or the
most powerful influence upon any of these adaptation-coping techniques.
The family, other curriculum areas, and many other factors will have'ap
influence. Evidence regarding the extent of physical education's impact is
not conclusive.

Third, the degree to which learnings in one situation generalize to
other situations is, unclear. That is, a' student may accept minorities in
physic4I education Class but not in the neighborhood or on the job.
Teachers probably must teach for trarisfei in order for it to Occur.

Despite these cautions physical education seems to have the potential
for contributing to the development of, huniati adaptation-coping tech-
niques. The decade of the 1980's will place new demands c% all persons,
demands that Will reqiiire individual resilience and strength as well as
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mutual support and concern. Well-designed physical education programs
will contribute to the development of these qualities.
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CHAPTER 10'

Gym and Gendei-
March L. Krotee
Nancy L. Strum/

1 (..
In our seemingly ever-changing World plysical educatori face ab. %.

.. I multitude of complex problems. Clearly one stgnificant dilemma towhich

physical educators, 'indeed all educator& must' attend is the' limination of

...
sexism, the unequal perception of females and males/ Social rhetoric and

'law, especially Title IX of the Education Amendmatts Of, 1972, and its
implementing regulations of 1975, have mandated ,that physical educators
ensure equality of opportunity, rights, prerogatives, and onsibilities
among women and mep, girls and boys. Title IX provides at "No per7

son . . . shall, on the basis of sex, be excluded from parti "pation in, be
denied the beniiits of, or be subjected to discrimination under airy educa-
tion, program or activity receiving Federal financial assistance." The 4,
regulation implies that the physiological, lisychological, and sociological ,

benefits that may be derived from physical education experiences'are of ....

equal importance to females and males, and that the experiences necessary
, to provide these benefits are the same for both malesanaiemales. This act

.,

seems quite rational, as well as appropriate, given that the varie4 sex-role
assighments distribqted to females and males in, different cultures suggest
that characteristics of femalenes; and maleness afe not biologically deter-
mined; rather, they have beeff based on cultural definitioni of sex-
appropriate behavior within the social institution of the epoch.
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Legislative enactment and science are thus squarely on the side of
equality of opportunity for both sexes in physical education. Both have
provided an answer to the sexism dilemma: eliminate it. Yet as most
educators realize, implementing what one knows to be right and justified is
not always easy, nor is the way always clear. To be able to write new cur-
riculums and alter facilities and teaching methods, we must understand
several factors..We must understand what creates sexual inequality, what-
social beliefs have fostered it, and why our attitudes have so firmly sup-
ported sexual differences that law and science had to be beckoned to '

1)
c reshape them. .

A
. Contrary to*popular delusions, our contemporarOemale-male dilem-

ma is not entirely of our own making. We moderns are as much a product
of our past as we are of our present, and so too are our habits of and atti-
tudes toward sexual separation. The patterns of primitive societies and the
history of Western civilizatidn are replete with examples of sexual differen-
tiations, with ascribed roles and established role models and with individ-
uals and groUps who either ignored or defied the lines of gender. If wf.are

Nvt to mplement equality, as society has mandated, we must understadthhe
roots of inequality as well as the manner in which our predecessors dealt
With sexual differences and similarities. In the past of sportsmen. and
spqrtswomen, dancers, and other practitioners of physical activity,
whether in or outside educational institutions, lie not only some causes
and rationales for our current dilemma, but also some coricepts and pro-

' cesses that we need to consider in proposing change. .
..

Gender distinctions are rooted in the needs and, byliefs of ancient,
medieval,iand early modern Western cultures. Ih retrospectwe,can belieye
that the causes were legion and that most, if not all, arose from need.
Whether because of human natur r the nature of society, humans needed
to distinguish themseliq from of ers, to order liciety, to establish a divi-
sion of laboy, to honor the gods, and to survive and establish subsequent

..,

generations. These needs led to Wig ws: that some menwere different from
oiherimen and, of course, from women; that society was organized hierar-
chica y on the basis of these differences; and that certain individuals or
groups could most adequately perform certain specialized fusions. In a
sense, then, the development of a "second sex" or the development of dif- .

ferences between men and women, as well as the development of diffpr-

ences among men, arose from andnurtured the nature of ordered societies
. whose members assumed or achieved specialized roles largely dependent

upon both need and belief. ,-

ThroughOutv the ancient, medieval, and early modern Western cul:
tureS, these needs for and beliefs in individuals' distinctiveness, and cone-

85 86.
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quently gender distinctiveness, affected sport and physical training. The
Spartans, military conquerors of the Grecian peninsula, separated their
children by sex after the age of seven, for militaryftraining and for physical
and 'psychosocial training associated with bearing children for service to
the state. Spartan women were expected to engage in physical activity,
induding gymnastics and!ciance, to ensure the production of healthy,
preferably male offspring. Male officials 4 Panhellenic games and the
ancient Olympic Games, sacred religious festivals conducted in honor of
the reigning deities Apollo, Poseidon, and Zeus, refused to allow women
either .to participafe actively or to view the naked male athlete. However,
Tryphosa, ra female, broke the Greek ferpinite arete while capturing the
one-stade footrace at the Pythian and Isthmian Games.

Later societies also establishes role models based on sex, which were
reflected in sport. Medieval knights performed in tilts and melees while
female admirers observed. Perhaps only Joan of Arc ever crossed the
bounds of the male militarism and knightly endeavor that these activities
fostered. Even in Tudor and Stuart England, scholars scribed civility
manuals for young noblemen, and young men and boys learned horse-.'
manship and were trained with sword and bow, while women remained in
the background. Only when kxwoman assumed the mantle of national
leadership and exercised her prerogatives as head of state did sexual lines

' in sport temporarily blur. Such a woman was, Elizabeth I, Queen of
England, who participated in festivals and sport with her courtiers.

Although the eras mentioned above show some exceptions, the belief
was generally held by the religious, political, and intellectual elite that cer-
tain social tasks required special talents and skills that were defined by
gender.'However, the evidence suggests that when a woman was born
into, bred for, or happen4upon traditionally ale responsibilities, she
could.carry them out. Still, as time passed, needs d beliefs became tradi-
tions, and these operated against .any regular rossing of gender lines
among the social elite. "

On the other hand, outside institutional history, 'people who
generally did not make decisions affecting society' rganization, political
orientation, or religious doctrine found ways to overcome or ignore some
sexual differences. Whether in work or in day-to-day training, peasants,
yeomen, taverner, and others in a 'variety of occupationi attended less to
sexual distinction_s than to completing a task, surviving, rearing a family,
and sporting. In ancient as well as inearly modem societies, women and
men worked side by side in the fields, and boys and girls played games,
ran races, and danced. In ceremonial and initiation rites, of course, lines
between the sexes remained, but on a daily basis the same lines blurred. In
contrast to. the elites, commoners generally needed to ,strike, a natural
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balance between traditional dichotomiesmaster and servant, father and
son or mother anddaukhter, and male and female.

Perhaps as late as the nineteenth century, the bulk of Western civiliza
tion's members maintained this natural balance% in their daily lives. n
America through the colonial period, the mass of settlers liv
learned, as had their ancestors, with some duties for men, some f.r
women, and some for both..As children, girls and boys learned to
horses by iinitating their parents..NeW-England adults joined work and
sport in husking bees, Agile Southerners learned to shoot, paddle canoes,
and gamble with little *parent effort to rationalize and to justify what
men could do and women could not, or vice versa. Common colonial
Anricans accomplished their tasks, acquired and transmitted knowledge
and attitudes, and sported, oth on the basis of sex and regardless of sex.

This natural balance be een sex-dependent and sex - independent
activities had developed among people who were relatively isolated and
whose livelihoods were relatively simple anc:Prnundang, at least byloday's
standards. Cultural change had occurred, bf course, and- society 'had
become mere sdphjsticated and complex as one age had been molded into
the next. Still, on surface, the basic needs and 1:;eflefs of common peo-
ple remained fairly stable andtradition bound. For several centuries before
1800, however, the roots of radical and eventually rapid change had been
sowp and nurtured. These blossomed in the nineteenth century, and their

is changed not Only the face of American culttgebut also the natural
b lance between sex-depepdent and sex-independent attitudes and actions
solong maintained by society.

;
In the nineteenth century, the influence of intellectuals, specialized

industrial labor, Victorian moral notions, and the institutionalization of
education combined to thwart the natural balance between men's and
women's spheres and human responsibility. Both needs and beliefs altered,
and these four elemnts were at once causes of change and sources of alter-
native attitudes and actions. To be sure, all fOrifhad existed in one form or
another in preceding societies, but not until the nineteenth century,
especially by the middle of the century, did they mature and mesh, foster
onetanother, and affect the nature of society so significantly.

I ellectual elites, industrialization, and Victorian morality joined to
instigat rationalize, and ascribe meaning to the magnificent changes that
catapul the United States into the forefront of the world's prosperous,

king, and single-minded nations. Intellectuals and business-
men alik: phasized .two older concepts, social hierarchy (the "great
chain p ")sand maleness, and combined them in an explanation for
and 1 resulting from theltation's successful industrial expansion and
ra dard of living. 'Flee, white males thus not only inherited the

87
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., earth but also emerged as the Darwinian favorite upon whom survival of
the nation depended. At the same time the conception of Women as
preservers of the "flower of humanity solidified. In imitation of England's
nearly ageless sovereign, Queen Victoria, women propelled themselves or
were propelled by others into this progressive society as individuals with
distinguishable roles, both synibolic and realemblems of fragility,
matrons bf man's sacred honoti Marble busts on the pedestal of human
achievement, and,. of Course, wives and mothers perpetuating the family

0 institution, seamstresses, and teachers of future leaders.
For these attitudes to spread among the democracy, they had to be

codified and transmitted to those who aspired to share in the wealth,
knowledge, and morality of America. The key to ensuring a liberal, pro-
gressive, enterprising citizenry lay in the eradication of unenlightened,
unhealthy, unscientific, and immoral beliefs, and act ns through formal
education in the schools. By the.middle of the nineteenthcentury, then, the
school, though obviously notnew;did complete its assumption of educa-
tional responsibilities from more traditional agencies such as the family,
The church, the taverns, and the community. In the school; whether at first

0 the common school or e entually public and private ,colleges and high
schools, children and adol centsA arned.to read,: cipher, prepare for an,e . ,
occupation, and become healthy, upstanding, competitive Americans.
Enter the phyOcal educator.

The,evoittion of the specialized, formally trained physical educator
was long and arduous. Training in ancrthrough the physical had always
existed, thus acceptance of the idea and the need was less proklematiC,than

were the development and systematizing of how and when. Formal school
'experiences directed first by advocates and eventually by professiortals
evolved1hrough a series of exercises in manual labor practices, in gym-
nastics and eventually in. sport and dance. Those who perceived them-
selves as intellectual leaders, especially New England Brahmins and
preservers of the plantation mystique, initially provided physical training
for their oytn kind. Men taught boys, and women taught girls, for this was
in keeping with their enlightened, specialized notions of themselves and
their designs for posterity. Viewed as both successful and necessary for all
Americans, especially for the maintenance of health and "Arnericaniza7
tion," schoOls expanded and provided for physical culture either in recess

' periods or free time and gradually in gymnasium coursework.
Throughout the latter half of the nineteenth century, the development

of the school concurrent with the broadening i ce of intellectuals, the2 en
specialization of industrial labor, and the acc nce of Victorian moral-

- ity, helps to explain the initial distinctiveness of genders in gymnasiums.
Schooli oriented to intellectual and occupational training of either men or

, . 4
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women for their specialized roles in a progressive and enlightened indus-
trial society provided physical training, eventually physical education, on
the same model separation by sex. Through the late nineteenth a.Dd early
twentieth centuries, male and female educators, especially in colleges and
universities enforced what had become traditional in education: men and
jvomen learned about and participated in sport and dance in separate
classes 'and on separate teams. Educational leaders such as Amy Morris
Homans, Dudley Sergeant, and their disciples spread this doctrine
throughout' the land with the help of other anthropometrists, physicians,
gymnastiks "systems" advocates, and students themselyes. Al/plethora of
socioscientific educational rationales for the continuation of thes sex

distinctions emerged. As it had in the past, need had led to belief, and the-.
educational system, the great American equalizer, had conserved both.

At this juncture, the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, the
current of cultural change moved society away from its propensity to
separate the Taxes, toward integration. Asa reaction to thqir own indus-
trial achievement and to Victorian constraints, as well as to other culttiral
phenomena such as wars, some men and?omen realized that separation
had benefited neither; in fact, one may argue, total sexual separation had
never existed. Regardless of the precise cause, the fact remains that the
propensity toward gender separation was beginning, ever so slightly, to
fade, and opportunities appeared for women to engage in sport and
physical activity either primarily or secondarily,. The late nineteenth cen-
tury development of the sporting and country club and the development of
horse racing, boxing, and baseball Into full-blown-spectator events vied
for the attention of the modein woman. Women 'found opportunity for

,

participation in amateur, professional, and recreational pursuits, and by
1410 industry began to provide time and physical activities for the female
employee. Even the II-male Olympic Games fell prey to the swift current,
much to the dism of Baron Pierre de Coubertin. In Stockholm in 1908

.Gwendolyn Eastl e-Smith from Great Britain captured the first, gold
medal for women and legitimately launched women into the Games. By
World War I female athletes and teams were b4n,g, vigorously sought to

.
travel and compete internationally. .

In effect, from just before. the turns of the century society provided
oppotfunities for interaction, though clearly not immediately for equal
Participation, between- men and omen. Barriers and stereolyps re-
mained, btft they were attacked an weakened by wars, a human response
to genuine ability, and eventually a sense of sharing among minorities,
especially women, Blacks, and special populations.,One cannot ignore a
Babe Didrikson, Philip Wrigley's All-American Girls' Baseball League, an
Althea Gibson, of a Billie Jean King, all of ,whom fotind support from

..
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society in general, although their support was qualitatively less than for a
Babe Ruth, the Yankees, an Arnold Palmer, or a Jimmy Connors.

Compared to the attitudel and actions of physical educators who con-
tinued to support sex-segregated programs, the progressive reintegration
of men and women in society represented a successful attempt to reestab-
lish a natural balance between sex-dependent and sex-independent rights
and responsibilities once visible among Americans' agrarian-based
ancestors. The process has been difficult, bitter, and rife with discrepan-
cies, and it apparently is not complete. Yet, again compared 'to what has
been and in some cases what remains current in educaticinal circles, society,
as a whole has been infinitely more encouraging about eventual elimina-
tion of sexism:

In keeping with the traditional relationship between society° 'and
education, then, educators tnust at least follow society's lead. Society,'via
dtsclimate of opinion, its value structure, and its ,legal system, has man-
ciffedthat the professi,edl of education respond to the most current needs
anli'beliefs, which are dependent upon sexual equality. It would be more
than appropriate if educators in .general an physical educators in par-
ticular would shed their traditional role as concrvators of society's mores
and values and take the vanguard in ithievinebalance between the sexes
in our present physical activity and sport Models. Let us lead through
example in the gymnasiums and on the playing fields and thrust our pro-
fession into a position of leadership in what some have characterize clas the
emancipation, of the female.

This position. is not radical or revolutionary in nature. "Revolution"
(connotes substantial alteration in the institutional stru , authority
relationships, and ideological definitions of society, often accomplished
through conflict andviolence. Examples of revolution include the Russian
Revolution of 1917 and those in Cuba and ail. Instead of revolution, in
which massive and most often radical changes are initiated, we are refer-
ring to the rights, privileges, and openness of sharing and participating in
the experiences and potential benefits, of human movement. We are also
referring to the removal of the physiological and psychosocial chains and
barriers that now exist in our classrooms, in our gymnasiums, and on our
playing fields. These barriers may be thought of as impediments to the
educational socialization process, educational equality, and attainment of
status. Certainly more than modest strides have been taken in these-direc-
tions through the enactment of Title IX of the Education Amendments of.
1972; however, there is much work'to do in exploring alternative to
separate classes and departments and dissimilar curriculums, teaching

. methods, and teaching styles. .

Perhaps the greatest challenge for physical educators of the 80's is to
dispel many of the taboos, myths, and prejudices concerning the sexes that
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, have long served to limit women's realization of their full potential for
wholesome participation in physical activity and sport. Social myths and
practices such as the identification of the female with nature and a lower
order, of existence; the perception of the woman as passive, submissive,
private, and subordinate; and giving to the female less choice or oppor-
tunity in regard to physical activity must be discarded. These myths and
practice must be replaced by systematic scientific inquiry into the
physiological and psychosocial ramifications of individuals as they inter- 0
act with their environment in pursuit of wholesome physical activity. The
research must foCus not only on the systematic gathering of data, but also
on delivery mechanisms so that the practitioner may be,sensitized to the
accurate issues and concerns of gender integration in physical activity and
sport. The practitioner needs and deserves much more than confrontation
with events. He or she needs to include research perceptions and be
assured of their availability on later occasions. This availability is depend-
ent on at least twcriactors: first, the individual's discovery
meaning, and second, tIle satisfaction of need.

The research and its corresponding integration int rriculum,
teaching methods, and teaching styles should focus on building a positive
view of the self, opening the mind and body to new experiences regarding
movement, and sharing these experiences with others in a manner that

'develops the total indiVidual, physically anclosychosocially, to his or her
'fullest potential. This potential includes the formation of skills, habits,
beliefs, and values for effective and wholesome participat n in physical
activity that ultimately_ rearms and reforms the socialization process.

Research should also be conducted on girls' and women's participa-
tion in physical activity and sport. This research might include data on the
biophysical limitations of the female partiC'ipant and the effects of chronic
phy ical actiVity on early childhood menstruation and pregnancy, as well
as updated and accurate information concerning body composition,
strength, andendurance. The myriad of psychOsocial ramifications must
also be delved into to reflect the totality of our integrative society, includ-
ing both sexes, the aged, and special populations. This research base will
dispel the inaccuracies, prejudices, and myths of the past and serve to
guide physical/educators of the 80's in building sound curriculum and
instructional ipproaclies to the physical and psychosocial integration of
the sexes in the classroom, in the gymnasium, and on the playing field.

There is no longer any reason or excuse for society's failing to provide
equal resources for physical activity, including curriculum, budgets,
..facifffies, and leadership to ensure equal opportunity for all. As physical
educators-we endorse the right of equal opportunity and hope that sound

-,,experiences in human movement will help shape the future of society and
lead 'to a more healthy and wh6lesome quality of life.

.. ,
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Haynan.Development: Articulation
.with Health, Recreation, Dancer:

Safety, and Gerontology
Celeste Ulrich

.

i

1 .

Most areas of knowledge are derived from already existing, disci-
plines. As a di 'sCipline is studied and analyzed, it usually becomes apparent
that more needs to be known aboul aparticular subdivision under study. *

As knowledge in that subdivision proliferates and suggests new ideas, a
new area of knowledge develops that has the potential for discrete,disci-
plinarY integrity. With physical education this process was not enacted.

, Instead, physical education was generated because. of evidence that .

the Aysical aspects of human behavior needed attention. Medicine was
already attentive to the unwell, the disabled, the infirm, It became physical
education's concern to suggest techniques that would not only prevent
malfunction and ineffectuality but also assist-the individualin becoming all
that he or she could become. Thuaphysicaleducationbecame a pAtterii of °

education that explored and .promoted physical activity an,d,ttsecLgrnr.
,nastics and4games for a variety of reasons, themainteftanca 11th

. *being among the most important. - - .... .- ;,.. :...

. 1,As a result of physical educatiop's:heattliinofif, an inte, the
iinderstanding of heAth practic that would alleviate si aili'
these. iractices dealt with the ygiene of the individual. flitiff rest, , .

relaxatio_n, accident preventib , exercise, cleanlineist, were some of the ti
'_ facets of hygiene that were emphasized, It was natura that such programs .

-. 1
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should be allied with programs in physical education because most 'of the

concepts that were explored reflected rnotoric and affective behaviors
rather than cognitive insights. For many years physical education and
hygiene were intertwined both in the school curriculum and in public colir

sbousness. Activity forms were strongly hygiene oriented to produce
strength and endurance. Hygiene understandings were embedded in edu-

cation about bodily function, function that had greater integrity when

overt activity was employed..
As hygiene slowly evolved into the larger concept of health, material

was amassed that extended understandings beyond the individual's adjust-
ment to environment and-looked at community efforts to sponsor what
-was known as "gOod *lth,-" Soon "individual sand community health.'

1
courses took tip place bf the old hygietie.courses anbegan to manifest
.themselves as entities separate from phylica) educatioft.

Physical education was also beginning to lean away from,
focus on the maintenance of indixiidual hygiene and using a 'vitffor
behavioral change and social interaction. The gradual drift inte ied as
physical educators began to study movement on its own merits instead of

for its end results. Physical educators interested in-Realt4 began to`sub-
divide their concerns about huntan well-being into speci 'fized courses on
reproduction, nutrition, drug usage, and other specific aspects of the
human's interface with the environment. During rime, -as a result of

the concef-n, a,number of physical educators beg ,to focus their interest

. on the meaning of health to die individual and t community, and began

to build constructs to distinguish health educe on as a field of inquiryin
its air right. They began to identify th lves as health/physical . .

educators.
In addition to the natural split between health and physical edueation

that emerged as a result of-different 1,01cuses, a deepening of the abyss
between the two areas was brought about by practitioners in health who

no longer felt comfortable as phy/cal educators and began to identify
themselves exclusively as healt educators. They believed they were

.4,, divorced from the medical professions by virtue of their interest in -

wellness rather than sickness..Thus health and physical education began to
-travel different paths, with different advocates; along the route to human

well-being.
Not too long after the difference between health and physical educe-

tion became manifest, yet another group emerged within physical educe-,

tion that Was:increasingly disenchanted with physical education's attention

to the school-age individual. The people in this group suggested that not
only were many individuals desirous of activity patterns built on a play
motif, but. also some significant times were being ignored. They contended*,
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that physical educatOrs had concentrated 1111 Of their interest on the time
span of the;school's responsibilities..Thus t e school day (from 9:00 a.m.
to 3:.00 p.m.), the sthdol week (from Monclay through Friday), and the
school year (from September until June) were commanding the attention of
physical educators. But what was being done for people at other times, in
what thin group was beginning, to identify as leisure time? Individuals
needed guided activity plans for after school, for the weekend, for summer
vacation. This a sizable .group of physical educators began to study the
feasihility of activity during leisure, in places other than! the school, by
people of AL agesa plan of recreation. This primary group was joined by
others outside physical education whcs saw physical activity patterns as
being the core of recreation's concexn.but not the only focus. To the tradi-
tional recreation grogram of sports and games were added programs in
nature, crafts, outdoor living, camping, *ancl.many other activities that
could be performed during leisure time. Then, just as the health educators
had done before Mem, the tecreationalists began to push a unique concept
of recreation. Such a concept, they contended, necessitated knowledge
regarding how recreation could and should be organized within the com-
munity, and the interweaving of all of the community's' resources to
improve recreation. 0

Recreationalists began to feel that their focus was sufficiently different
from physical education's tosWarrant a unique curriculum and to start to

. brine together all of those people who had expressed an interest in "the
worthy, use of leisure time." National organizations were formed to assist
the r,q creation experts and to help influence the government to conserve
resources (both human and environmental) to encourage popular support
of national commitments to social goals.'

Thus did physical education spawn health and recreation. In addi-
tion, a unique movement form in physical education ha a long and
distinguished historyas an entity and felt its horizons to be limited as a
part of the physical ediicaticfn program. That movement form was dance.

'The dancers (many of whom were public performers) were not sure that
dance should .be contained in the vacuum of formal 'education. They
insisted, that theirs was along history of public performance for all a,ges at
all times. In addition, dance was a form of-self-expression and Was.only
minimally interested in the healthful outcomes of performance, The
dancers resisted' being relegat hysical e4ucation, whose primary
focus was fitness'rather than expres io However, the dancets conceded
that the placement of dance in dep rtmen of physical education was a
more natural alliance than with any other con eptUal chunk of knowledge
because dance was basgd upon human povernent patterns.
. But if the, subject matter of.physical education was Proliferating, so
too was the new health concept..A group of people began to spin off from
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what was just beginning to be acknowledged 'as the health area. These,
_individuals saw concern with stress pievention as the major obligation of
health for human well-being. Stress prevention, they argued; could be in
terms of individual adaptive techniques or,in mAtering the technicalities of
the environment, an environment that Was changing very rapidly. The
advent of the automobjJe had brought about revolutionary change, and it
was apparent that education had to be dlr ec" ted at drivers in the form of
driver education. Accident prevention, was 'another pattern of stress
prevention that these individuals identified, and they contended there was
also a need to learn how to handle individuals who had been victimized by
accidents. Thus there was the need to understancirst-aid techniques. The
area of 'stress prevention soon began to be identified as safety. The safety
educators, like thAealth educators before them: became increasingly
uneasy about being subsumed under a parent concern' that would not
allow them to explore fulls theirspecialized interests, and they started to
look for ways to move ou alth's center.of c9ncem.

Today another groti of people is allying itselk with physical educa-
tion, health, recreatio nce, and safety. Theie people have an interest
in the age group ignate as "elders," and they ate attempting to locate a
home where t y feel that their multidisciplinary' interests will best be
served. The ge ontologisfs have had difficulty in standing alone in the
midst of academe organiiation; at the sanie time they have not felt com-
fortable in schools of-education or social services. TI@ believe that their
concern about the aging process transcends a single arena of action There
is some indication that gerontology feels cornfortable;as a ,part of the
multifaceted endeavor of physical education, health, recreation, dance,
and safety. This comfort is no so much in identification with human,
movement potential or in identifica' tion with physical well-being or in
ident;ficatidn with self-actualization during leisure time (which may be the
majority of time for the elderly). Instead, gerontologists express satisfac-
tion in being a part of a group of people whollave multidisciplinary' con-
cerns.and who have had various degrees or difficulty in, heingOally
acceptable in the academic world. Gerontologists, like physical educAoci,
health educators,' recreationalists, dancers, and safety educators; are con-
cerned with a holistic underanding of human behavior instead 9f cOpc&i-
tration on cognitive patterns.. \

.'
Numerous other groups are standing on the peripherY ready to

emerge as full-blown interests. Individuals in the av9uatie faction'?1hUrnan
performance are poised to proclaim their specialty as distinct, mtich dis the

ited
I,dancers have. Those interested in sport ^have already suggested t at their

specialized interest is so demanding that it can no longer be accom od
within the larger whole of physical education. Soon the gy,mnasts will pro-
clim their need for more specialized attention. Individuals interested
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solely in drugs are alrea moving away from the healai specialists, and
the area encompass' irth control, reproduction, and infan6and child
care is suggesting that has more to teach than is allowed in traditional
patterns of health education. As the production of knowledge is intensified
and. as ,individuals become intrigued with unique aspects of knowledge,
undoubtedly parent conceptual groups will spawri additional groups ready
to declare their independence from their conceptual family unit.

As a matter of fact, the old family model is now proving to be
apathema to some of the roups identified. Each wishes to be visible and to
seek autonomy and a degree of independence in specific organizational
structures. The family model that suggests physical education as parent
also suggests that growing children need to free themselves from parental
control and direct parental influence. -

Of late, there i§ ample evidence of discomfort on the part of health,
recreation, and dance that too close an 'association with the parent
physical education can both inhibit and smother. Safetyhasevidenced the
same attitude toward health education, and gerontology is wary lest it
become enmeshed in a web that will trap its unique multidisciplinary
perspective and snare its energy in a good-health matrix. ,

At present the family model that many envision as encompassing the
six areas of physical education, healtli, recreation, dance, °safety, and

o gerontology, might loor like Figure 1.

4

FIGURE 1.

. physical Educationr
Health Education RecrLtion

I- Safety.
I

Gerontology

Dance

Although such a modelmight explain how the various areas of con-
Cern were conceived and may even suggest the relative size of each compo-
nent; it need no longer be accepted as a viable operational model. Instead,
it might be wise to, mutate the .family model from that of parent and
children td 'that of sibling inteiactkon. Such a fa ,paradigm tacitly
assumes that each component is unique and discret ut a common link
holds the ,components together.

Litdrally hundreds of people have attempted to firid the word that will
best identify wtral is common to the enterprise, but no one has yet been

. successful. It seems glaringly apparent that the word will emerge, a word
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FIGURE 2.

PHYSICAL

HEALTH
SCIENCES
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that will allow us to name departments/schools/colleges and make us all
feel akin to one anpther m an liance-with-a-meaningful_family identifica-
tion.

Some of die words identified have been newly coined such as "soc-
psychkinetic"; other tags have used concepts that tend to be universal such
as human performance, kinetic arts and sciences, kinesiology, human and
community development, wellness. Clearly the final word has not yet been
identified, bttt it might be possible to assume that the word-will convey
movement, elan, well-being, self-actualization, and physiological integ-
rity, a vitality,6f human function and purpose. Using the word "vitality"
as the beginning of an idea, I propose that the current family paradigm
might be depicted as in Figure 2. -

In the above model it is possible to change the position of the interact-
ing components of vitality as well as to change the size of the circles.
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Recreation and health are clearly growing at a very rapid rate. Physical
education, n the other hand, seems to be holding-On and enriching what
exists rathe the adding to its holdings.,The above model allows and even

`1.

generates mutation that will accommodate variability and differing
social/political emphases., .

Clearly all of the components of vitality interact on the themes of
total fitness, play behavior, human performance, and adaptation. Those
four themes can permit formulation of the human development design to
focus more attention on the., whole person and the development of the.
whole person to his or her fullest potential.

There may be some feeling that physical education has lost its power
position as it has moved into a relationship in which power is, more
realistically, shared rather than delegated. Such a feeling does not

4lr' recognize the.true strength that can be engendered by numerous com-
ponents subscribing to four significant themes as they contribute to a kin-
ship in human vitality. .

The historical development of physical education left physical
educators in a quandary. It was difficult to know exactly who we were,
what we were doing, and with what we were working. The sulisequent
analysis of physical education with sensitivity to the changes that have.,
occurred, is bringing into lucid focus the real subject matter of physical
education and the place that physical education has in the confounding
puzzle of human understanding. The current design establishes with
greater clarity the supporting roles of all of huTan vitality's related areas.
Such a pattern has the potential to faster a ric&r design than any that has
been known in the past and a stronger and,more flexible conceptual fabric
that will not ravel, shred, or shrink. To be alert to human existence is no
longer enough. It is our obligation to be truly sensitive to the elan of that
existence, the vitality of human life. It is a charge that has the warp and

, woof of meaning for physical education in the 80's.
The physical education pattern of the 80's promises to be. different

from anything\pe have known in the past. There will be stress on the inte-
grated individual and that person's respontibility for sell-movement-

. management. There will be emphasis upon total fitness to accommodate
well-being. There will be a process- andproduct-designed curriculum that
is attentive to motor skill acquisition, the social aspects of human develop-
ment, and individual adaptation. There will be an effort to resolve the dif-
ferences\divigling athletics and physical education and to bring sanity to
sport even aLphysical education is enriched.

The`80'sMsher in exciting opportunities for the "now" physical educa-
tion. The theory has been expounded. Physical educators need only put

. that theory.into practice.
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Linda L. Bain is Associate Professor of Physical Education at the Univsr-
, ,sity of Houston, Texas. Dr. Bain achieved instant attention when she.

published The Hidden Curriculum," which studied the covert patterns of
curriculum as contrasted with-the overt claims espoused. She is a nation-
wide speaker on curriculum ideas and humanistit educational practices.

Lynn A. Barnett is Assistant Professor at the University of Illinois, work-
ing in the Leisure fiehavioResearch Laboratory. Professor Bametts keen
interest in play theory has been highlighted by -research in cognitive
development thrOugh play and arousal seeking and information processing -
in play. She is currently associate editor of Leisure Sciences.

Elizabeth S. Bressan is Assistant ProfesSor of Physical .EducatiOn at the
Uniireisity of Oregon. She has taught at the University of Kentucky and
the Univ-efsity of Wisconsin-LaCrosse. Besides curriculum and elementary
physical education, her interests extend to the philosophical constructs of
physical education.

Ann E. Jewett is head of the Division of Health, Physical Education and
Recreation at the University of Georgia, Athens. She is widely recognized
as a curriculum theotist in physical education and is a well-known
lecturer. She and her students have developed a taxonomy for the motor
domain ofhuman behavior that is used widely. Dr. Jewett's concern with

- futurism has been encapsulated in the 14th Amy Morris Hoinans Lecture,
sponsored by the National Association for Physical Education...in Higher

: N ,
Education.

March L. Krotee is a member of the faculty of the Division of Physical
Education and Coor-dinator of the Physical' Activity Program at the Uni-

t versity of MinnesOta. Dr. Krotee is Past Chairperson of the Sport Sociol-
ogy Academy of the National As'sociation of Sport, and Physical Educa-
tion, serves as Regional Coordinator for the North American Society for'

. (-- the Sociology of Sport, and is .,a Fellow in the'Research Consortium of the

s
Anierican Alliance for Health, Physical Education; Recreation and Dance.

/Fle has published several texts, ,including The Dimensions of - Sport
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`SOciology, has lectured and presented numerous papers concerning the
psyci "/ soaa and psychophysiological parameters of sport and iShyiical

tivity, and been awarded horiors by the governments of Brazil,
Mexico, and Urugu for his contributions to sport service and physical .

education.
x

Alexander W. McNeill.,is ociate Professor of Physical Education at the
University bf Idaho, Mtosco Dr. McNeill is known for his innovative
thinking in the area of applied p ,riology and biomechanics. He has pith-
fished research on behavioral and b ogical factors involved in exercise
and strenuous activity:

,Virginia Martens Hayes operates her own b mess, Peak Health Products,,
in Houston, Texas. Her interest has sponso her investigation of the
transcendental theme of human endeavor, and s has paid special atten-
tion to what is called "the peak-experience in spo She is interested in
further Exploration of the physiological and psycholgical correlates of .

... human behavior in connection with human movement patterns. -.......,
l

Anne L. Rothstein is Associate Professor of Physical Education at Herbert
'H. Lehman College of the City University of New York; Bronx. Her
editorship of the publication Theory into Practice has provided a sch-olarly .
dimension to the area of motor behavior, and she is highly regarded for..the
translation of motoric paradigms into meaning for practitioners. Rothstein
is -a frequent lecturer in the area of motor learning and control.

Nancy L. Strum is a member of the faculty of the Division of Physical
Eduction at the University of Minnesota. Dr. Strum is a member of the
North Anierican Society of Sport History, the American Historical
Association, the Organization of American Historians, and the History of
Sport Mademy of the National Association of Sport and Physical Educa-
tion. She has presented papers concerning the historical development of
sport and physical activity at international and national levels and is a
recipient of the Most Outstanding Women in America award.

Celeste Ulrich is Dean of the 'College of Health, Physical' Education,
Recreation, Dance and Gerontology at the U4i,versity of Oregon, Eugene.(LDr. Ulrich's area of pertisinclude stress physiology, behavioral bases
of human movement, d the significance and meaning of physical educa;
tion. She has published numerous books and articles in all of these areas.
She is a former president of both the National Association of Physical
Education for College Women and the American Alliance for Health,
Physical Education, Recreation and Dance, and is a well-known speaker
and consultant.
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LeRoy T. Walker is currently.Professor of Physical Education at North
Carolina Central University in Dtirham. He served as national coach of the

United States Track and Field Team during the 1976 Olympiad and is
internatiqnally accepted as one of the foreinost track and field consultants
in the world. Dr. Walker's teaching interests have included human move-
ment potential and physical education for the atypical, as well as the
specific, movement forms of sport. He is a former president of the
American Alliance for Health, Physical Education, Recreation and Dance
a has been cited by 'numerous organizations for exemplary service to..,
humankind arid for disciplinary excellence in education.
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